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ABSTRACT
This project attempts to address the active and
ongoing need for both faculty and student access to 
graduate student resources; moreover, it addresses the 
need for an integrated system which possess the capability 
for additions and utilitarian changes without excessively
extensive revisions or modifications. There exists a need
for vastly improved database views and report generating 
capacity. Therefore, the current project has required 
extensive computer design technique applications aimed 
toward actual delivery and implementation of the needed 
improvements.
In addition to the need for enhanced and expanded
student and faculty access to relevant data, the
improvements must include capability for prompt and
accurate information updates; rapid access for advisor;
increased scalability, or the ability to adequately serve
multiple system users simultaneously; reduced need for
I
manual input, thereby, reducing occurrence of errors; 
improved security protection; and capability for online 
advising as provided by the Graduate Coordinator. Overall, 
the scope and approach must be comprehensive, accurate,
adaptable to intended program users, and practical in
(nature. Thus, extensive analysis and design planning were
iii
necessary from the outset, encompassing a wide range of 
applications and specifications from actual use
considerations to final reports. Perhaps, more than any 
other single consideration, the new system must be 
deployed and ready for use.
iv
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Presently, the Department of Computer Science at 
California State University, San Bernardino utilizes a 
stand-alone system implementing Microsoft Access 2000 to 
manage the graduate student database. This has assisted
the work of the Graduate Coordinator (GC) and the Program
Assistant (PA). The system does feature an array of 
positive and highly utilitarian features. The system can 
generate both pre-defined reports and ad hoc reports, 
insert new student personal information, update existing 
student records, generate academic statistics, and provide 
weekly database backup. The reports display attendance 
status, academic standing as well as completed master 
projects and theses. The system also generates list of 
advanced to candidacy students who must be in continuous 
enrollment. The system is also able to generate GPA for 
all Computer Science courses taken by the students as well 
as prerequisites required for the students.
However, the current system suffers from certain
limitations which need to be addressed. Significantly, the
current system does not allow access by students nor by
1
faculty. Graduate students can not update contact
information such as current address, telephone number, or 
e-mail address. Currently, this is done by filling out a 
hard copy -Personal Information Update Sheet. Also,
advisors can not retrieve the information on their
advisees. Moreover, the system lacks scalability. With the 
current stand-alone system, only one person can use the 
system at a time.
These limitations were addressed by Mr. Dung Vu in 
his Master Project - "The Web-Based Database Management
System for the Computer Science Graduate Program." Mr.
Vu's system used Oracle 9i, designed to facilitate web 
access to the database information by Computer Science 
Department faculty and graduate students. The improvements 
were demonstrated as a prototype and not deployed. Vu's 
system added useful modules such as dynamic roles and 
functions; dynamic grouping; searching and task 
assignment. Students can update their personal information 
and view their status in the program, courses taken and
grades earned. Although Vu's system is a great improvement
from the MS Access stand-alone system, it needs further 
improvement. Vu's system still requires manual input of 
student grades by the PA. This deficiency was addressed by
Ms. Yen-His Chiang in her Master Project, "Advising
2
Module: Graduate Application System for the Computer 
Science Graduate Program." Ms. Chiang provided a module 
that interfaced Vu's system to SIS+ (CSUSB Student 
Information System). The courses taken and grades earned 
by students are extracted automatically from SIS+ and
entered into the appropriate database tables.
1.2 Purpose of the Project
In Winter 2005 as part of my internship, I analyzed 
the deficiencies in the web-based system developed by Mr. 
Dung Vu. The purpose of this project is threefold (1) to 
remove the deficiencies, (2) to add modules to reflect the 
changes in the policies of the graduate program in 
Computer Science, and (3) to deploy the system to be used
by the department.
For students admitted since Fall 2003 and opting to 
do the Master Project option will have to take and pass 
the oral exam first before being advanced to candidacy and 
allowed to register for CSCI 690 - Master Project. In Fall 
2004, the University replaced social security numbers with 
student ids in identifying student records. Dung Vu's
system used social security numbers. My system will use
the university-assigned student identification number.
3
Also in Fall 2004, the program added a new option - 
Comprehensive Exam.
The continuous enrollment module in the MS Access
Database was not implemented in Vu's system. This project 
will implement this module. The login module is enhanced 
by two features: (1) encrypts the passwords to maintain 
security, and (2) forces the users to change initial 
passwords at first login. This project uses JSP, Oracle 
Database Server, and Web-Application Server to provide
• views of the database by the coordinator,
faculty and students;
• improved communication access for students, such
as emails to professors, committee, coordinator
and program assistant;
• enhanced report capability that includes ad hoc 
and quarterly reports in addition to standard
reports.
1.3 Significance of the Project 
The proposed improved system will be fully deployed
for use by the CSCI Graduate Program.
The Graduate Coordinator will directly advise
students online. This will help eliminate the necessity of
retrieving student data from numerous printed pages.
4
Moreover, updating data is difficult when using only a 
paper format. Computerized data facilitates prompt 
updates, keeping information current, and maximizing
efficiency and accuracy.
Students can update their personal information in
connection with current addresses and email addresses.
They can also view their academic information, learning
about current status, and be informed about the next steps
to follow within their academic program. Moreover, if
there is any incorrect information, the student can 
readily notify the Graduate Coordinator about needed
corrections.
For the Program Assistant, there will no longer be a 
need for typing in student personal or academic data. This 
serves to reduce inevitable typographical errors. Further,
the new system permits prompt, accurate report generation, 
including use of ad hoc reports. Also, the system will 
provide for alert emails to students, so as to promptly 
advise students whose grade point averages have fallen
below the required 3.0 GPA. The system will also alert
students about any courses where they earned at least a C- 
grade. These represent two examples of alert emails
provided, though there exists several others as well.
5
Faculty advisors will also benefit from the new 
system. They can quickly view their advisees' academic 
records, including critical test scores, and these data 
may assist them in modifying instructional methods as 
needed without accessing SIS+.
The system can be presented to the CSUSB Graduate 
Council as a prototype for CSUSB Graduate Coordinator's 
Database Management System for possible adoption.
6
CHAPTER TWO
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
2.1 Overall Description
2.1.1 Scope
During Winter 2005, I incorporated policy changes to 
the existing MS Access stand-alone system now in use by 
the Graduate Coordinator, and comprehensively examined the
Web-Based Database Management System for the Computer
Science Graduate Program. The intent was to implement
changes useful to the coordinator, program assistant, 
students and faculty.
This project will provide the changes to correct 
deficiencies and develop practical and new application
modules.
The changes are:
• Use the SID (Student Identification Number)
rather than the Social Security Number as a
student identifier.
• Revise the existing database table
structure to accommodate the revised and
new database application requirements.
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• Implement the report-generation capability 
which was available in the MS access system
but not implemented in Vu's system.
The new modules are:
• Comprehensive Exam Module: Starting in Fall 
2004, the comprehensive exam option is the 
third option available to CSCI graduate
students.
• Oral Exam Before Advancement to Candidacy 
Module: Starting in Fall 2003, students 
choosing the project option will need to 
take and pass the oral exam before being 
advanced to candidacy and register for 
CS690, the Master's Project. This module 
will provide guide questions and procedure
that the students need to follow.
• Continuous Enrollment (CSCI698) Module:
Students who have registered for the
maximum number of units required for 
Project (5 units) or Thesis (9 units) or 
finished all courses and waiting to take 
Comprehensive Exam (1 unit) need to be in
Continuous Enrollment. This module will
8
produce at the beginning of every quarter a 
listing of students who need to be in
Continuous Enrollment.
2.1.2 Definitions, Acronyms, and Abbreviations
The following terms are defined as they apply to the
proj ect.
Browser - a program that accesses and displays files and
other data available on the Internet and other
network.
Graduate Coordinator for Advising (GCA) - a faculty member
assigned to advise graduate students who have been 
accepted to the Master Program in Computer Science.
Graphical User Interface (GUI) - an interface for issuing 
commands to a computer utilizing a pointing device,
(such as a mouse), that manipulates and activates
graphical images on a monitor.
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) - a markup language used
to structure text and multimedia documents, to set up
hypertext links between documents, and used
extensively on the World Wide Web.
IEEE - Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
JSP (JavaServer Pages) - a technology that enables Web 
developers and designers to rapidly develop and
9
easily maintain, information-rich, dynamic Web pages 
that leverage existing business systems.
Module - a portion of a program that carries out a
specific function and may be used alone or combined
with other modules of the same program.
NIC - (Network Interface Card) an adapter circuit board 
installed in' a computer to provide a physical
connection to a network.
QC4J - the core J2EE runtime component of Oracle
Application Server.
Oracle - a relational database management system developed
by Oracle Corp.
Program Assistant (PA) - a staff member in the Computer 
Science Department who assists the GCA.
SIS+ - Student Information System used by California Sate
University, San Bernardino.
SRS (Software Requirement Specification) - a complete
description of the behavior of the system to be
developed.
Status - the current academic standing of a student who is
enrolled in the university - Probation, Conditionally
Classified, Classified, Preliminary Advanced to
Candidacy, and Advanced to Candidacy.
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XML (Extensible Markup Language) - a pared-down version of 
SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language), designed 
especially for Web documents. It allows designers to 
create their own customized tags, enabling the
definition, transmission, validation, and
interpretation of data between applications and 
between organizations.
2.1.3 Product Perspective
Students can login, view personal information, update
contact information, customize home page, and change 
password. Faculty can login, view own advisees, customize 
home page, and change password. In addition to the 
functions allowed for the faculty, the Graduate
Coordinator can view not only own advisees but also any 
student or advisee of any faculty member. The Program
Assistant can login, customize home page, change password,
and update student information. The System Administrator 
can login, change password, and customize home page.
11
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2.1.4 System Interfaces
The Oracle Application Server with HTTP and Java 
Container J2EE (OC4J) at the server side interacts with a
user at the client side.
2.1.5 User Interfaces
All user interfaces will be dynamic. They will allow
the users to retrieve data from the database for updating 
or viewing. There are five roles allowed to log into this
system - Graduate Coordinator, Faculty, Student, and
Program Assistant, and System Administrator.
All users may use any web browser to interface with
the client side. There is no restriction on the operating
system used on the client side.
13.
2.1.5.1 Faculty Component. This component will 
provide a faculty member the following functions: change 
password; communicate with all advisees, selected 
advisees, all committees, selected committees, graduate 
coordinator, department chair, dean of Graduate Studies, 
and program assistant; customize home page; view any 
student info; and view own advisees only.
2.1.5.2 Graduate Coordinator for Advising Component.
This component will provide the Graduate Coordinator for 
Advising the following capabilities: view the academic 
year statistics; access the advising module; change 
password; communicate with all advisees, selected 
advisees, all committees, selected committees, Graduate 
Coordinator, Department Chair, Dean of Graduate Studies, 
and Program Assistant; customize home page; generate
reports: pre-defined reports (reports on attendance
status and reports on academic standing) , ad hoc reports, 
and quarterly reports (courses taken with at least C- 
grade, student GPA below 3.0, students off probation, 
preliminary advanced to candidacy, less than maximum units 
for CSCI 690, less than maximum units for CSCI 699 and
continuous enrollment); update student info; view any 
advisees; view any student info; view own advisees only
14
(since GCA is also a Faculty Advisor and a faculty
member).
2.1.5.3 Program Assistant Component. This component 
will provide the Program Assistant the following tasks: 
change password; insert or update comprehensive exam 
information; customize home page; insert new faculty; 
insert new staff; insert new student; print letters; 
update/view student information; update/view staff 
information; and view any advisee.
2.1.6 Database Interfaces
This application w,ill have the interfaces required to 
access the Oracle database server through JSP requests
made from the web server. The server implementation will 
use SQL queries embedded in JSP to access the information
from the Oracle database server.
2.2 Users
Users are classified as application users and system
administrator. Functions common to all users include
ability to login, change password customize home page and 
log out. However, each user will have Specific functions
as described below.
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1. Application Users - include the graduate student, 
program assistant (PA), faculty member, and 
Graduate Coordinator for Advising (GCA).
a. Faculty Member: views personal and academic 
information of any student as well as view
own advisees.
b. Graduate Coordinator: accesses the advising
«
module, views academic year statistics, 
generates pre-defined reports, ad hoc 
reports, and quarterly reports, updates/views 
any student information, and views her/other
advisees.
c. Program Assistant: inserts/updates faculty or 
staff, updates/views any student information, 
views any advisees, and prints letters which 
are automatically emailed to the students by 
the system.
d. Graduate Student: updates his or her contact
information, and views own personal and
academic information.
2. System Administrator - installs and manages the
Oracle 9i Database and the Oracle 9i Application 
Server. In addition, this person must be
knowledgeable in Linux installation and have the
16
hands-on experience in troubleshooting and 
database performance tuning, backup and recovery.
2.3 Functions
New product functions include comprehensive exam, 
oral exam before advancement to candidacy, and continuous 
enrollment. These functions were added because they were
not implemented in Vu's system.
Integration of data with SIS+ has required changes in 
existing tables. Details of the changes done will be 
provided in Section 2.3.2.
2.3.1 New Product Functions
The new product functions include:
1. Comprehensive Exam — allows the system to
implement the third master option.
2. Oral Exam Before Advancement to Candidacy — 
allows the system to handle a new policy. 
Students admitted since Fall 2003 and choosing
the project option must take and pass the oral
examination before being advanced to candidacy 
and allowed to register for the Project course,
CSCI 690. Students are allowed to retake the
oral exam, if they failed the first oral exam.
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3. Continuous Enrollment (CSCI698) — allows the
system to track registration in CSCI 698 of 
graduate students who have already enrolled for 
the maximum units required for a project or 
thesis course but have not completed the project 
or thesis, have not done a project presentation
or thesis defense, and have not passed the 
project or thesis document format check.
2.3.2 Modifications to Existing Functions / Tables
The integration of data with SIS+ required changes in
the existing database tables as follows:
Table 1. Comparisons between the Old System and New System
-■ Old System New System
1. Field terms coded as Quarter 3-digit SIS+ coding, yyT: yy
Year pairs, i.e. CC#### in represents last 2 digits of
which CC stands for first two year and T stands for the
letters of the quarter (Fa - quarter number (1 - Winter, 2 -
Fall, Wi - Winter, Sp - Spring, Spring, 3 - Summer, 4 - Fall)
Su - Summer), and ####
represents the year Added third table for the
2. Two tables for Project and
Thesis options only
Comprehensive Exam option
18
Table 2. Yen-Hsi Chiang's Table Structures - Revised
Tables
Table Name IE Description 1 Modification
GRADSTUDENTS ■ Main table to 
store graduate 
student 
information
■ Dropped columns: SSN,
QTR ADMIT, YR ADMIT,
QTR CLASSFIED, YR_CLASSFIED,
CUR QTR START, CUR YR START,
CUR YR END, QTR LASTATD,
YR LASTATD, TOEFL SCORES,
TOEFL DATE, GRE SUBJ,
GRE SUBJ DATE, QTR CANDIDACY,
YR CANDIDACY, PRO THESIS,
TITLE, ORAL EXAM, PASS, 
PRESENTATION
■ Added columns: ADMIT TERM,
IS CS, CLASSIFIED TERM,
CANDIDACY TERM, CUR START,
CUR END, TERM LASTATD,
SIS EMAIL, SIS PHONE, 
NATIONALITY, EXIT_ACTION_ID
Modified column names
Old New
CSUSB BS IS BS CSUSB
CA RES IS CA RES
ETHNICITY ETHNICITY ID
PRO THESIS MASTER OPTION
STUDENTCOURSES ■ Stores courses 
taken by a 
student
■ Each student 
has as many 
records as 
courses taken
■ Replace QUARTER ID and YEAR 
columns with one new column 
COURSE TERM VARCHAR2 (5) to 
represent when the course is 
taken
■ Add a new column,
DISCOUNT_GRADE CHAR (1), to 
indicate if this course will be 
counted in the GPA calculation
GRADES ■ Defines letter 
grade and 
corresponding 
numerical grade 
and associated 
description, 
e.g. letter 
grade "A" 
corresponds to 
numerical grade 
"4.0".
■ Replaces old system defined 
data values of GRADE ID (letter 
grade) and SCORES (numerical 
grade) with SIS+ defined letter 
grade and numerical grade
■ Adds a new column,
GRADEID DEFINITION VARCHAR2 
(30), to store SIS+ Grade ID 
definition/description.
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Table Name Description Modification
ETHNICSORGN ■ Defines ethnic 
origin of 
student
■ Replaces old system defined 
data values of ETHNICITY ID and 
ETHNICITY with SIS+ ETHNICITY 
code
■ Adds a new column, 
ETHNIC_DEFINITION VARCHAR2 
(250), to store SIS+ Ethnic 
code definition and description
COUNTRIES ■ Defines country 
where
international 
student comes 
from.
■ Adds a new column, DEF STANDING 
VARCHAR2 (500), to store long 
description or definition of 
country code/id.
COURSES ■ Defines courses 
taught or 
counted in the 
graduate 
program 
including 
recommended, 
prerequisite, 
elective and
core courses.
■ Adds the new column,
DESCRIPTION VARCHAR2 (1024), to 
store course description
■ Adds the new column, GROUPID 
CHAR (1), to store course group 
ID
■ Adds the new column, QTR OFFER 
VARCHAR2 (4), to store course 
offer quarter (F for Fall, W 
for winter, S for Spring, and X 
for Summer)
■ Adds the new column, 
IS_GRADE_STORE CHAR (1), to 
indicate whether it is a course 
whose grade will be stored in 
departmental database.
■ Adds the new column,, IS MS CHAR 
(1), to indicate whether it is 
a course which will be 
scheduled in the study plan.
QUARTER ■ Defines
quarters for 
courses taken.
■ Change data definition for 
. QUARTER ID
Old New
Winter 2 1
Spring 3 2
Summer 4 3
Fall 1 4
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Table Name D e sc r ip t io n . by Modification J-- t
ACADSTANDING ■ Defines 
academic 
standing of 
students 
(probation, 
conditionally 
classified, 
classified, or 
advanced to 
candidacy)
■ Adds a new column, DEF STANDING 
VARCHAR2 (500), to store long 
description and definition of 
academic standing code.
ADMITSTATUS ■ Defines 
admission 
status of 
students 
(probation 
conditionally 
classified, 
probation 
classified, 
conditionally 
classified, 
classified)
■ Adds a new column, DEF STANDING 
VARCHAR2 (500), to store long 
description or definition of 
admission status code.
CURRENTSTATUS ■ Defines current 
status of 
students 
(Active, 
Incoming, 
Graduated, 
Inactive 
Attended, On 
Leave,
Dismissed,
Never Attended, 
Academic 
Probation, 
Withdraw)
■ Adds a new column,
DEF_CUR_STATUS VARCHAR2 (500), 
to store long description or 
definition of current status 
code.
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New DataTable 3. Yen-Hsi Chiang's Table Structures
Tables
Table Name , ■ ; ‘J. , . .Description
SIS EXTRACT H Stores raw data extracted from SIS+
SIS_CLASS_ATTEND ■ Stores graduate student's classified 
status (Conditionally Classified, 
Classified, Advanced to Candidacy) and 
attending status (Attending, Withdrawn, 
Dropped)
EXAM ■ Stores graduate student's exam 
information, e.g. TOEFL, WREE.
COMEXAM ■ Stores graduate student's master 
comprehensive exam information
PROJECT ■ Stores graduate student's master project 
information
THESIS ■ Stores graduate student's master thesis 
option information
22
Table 4. Yen-His Chiang's Table Structures - New Lookup
Tables
Table Name:; •. ; Description
TERMS ■ Academic terms valid at CSUSB. Term 
is in the format "YYT" where "YY" 
represents the calendar year and "T" 
is the Term Suffix which represents 
the specific quarter term within the 
calendar year, Winter is 1, Spring 
is 2, Summer is 3, and Fall is 4
EXAMINFO ■ Information and rules regarding each 
specific type of exam, such as WREE, 
TOEFL
SIS_AA651_EXIT_ACTION ■ List of SIS+ raw data and associated 
definition regarding the action 
which brought about the termination 
of this matriculation , "GD" for 
"Graduation", "LA" for "Leave of 
Absence", "DD" for "Disenroll/Drop"
SIS_EXTRACT_LAYOUT ■ List of record layouts of SIS+ 
extract segments and data elements
SIS RT047 ATTEND_STAT ■ List of SIS+ raw data and associated 
definition regarding student's 
attendance, "W" for "Withdrawn 
Regular", "N" for "Not Attending", 
and "1" for "Dropped Regular
Retained"
SIS_RT 0 8 0_ACAD_ACTION ■ List of SIS+ raw data and associated 
definition regarding the academic 
actions, "D" for "Disqualified", "U" 
for "Probation", "C" for "Continued 
on Probation", and "M" for 
"Dismissal"
SIS_RT14C_CLASSIFICATION ■ List of SIS+ raw data and associated 
definition regarding to student's 
classification, "51" for 
"Conditionally Classified", "52" for 
"Classified", and "53" for "Advanced 
to Candidacy"
SIS RT310 GRADE TYPE ■ List of SIS+ raw data and associated 
definition regarding the type of 
grading method, "CN" for "Credit/No 
Credit", "CE" for "Credit by Exam", 
"AU" for "Audit", and "DC" for 
"Discount credit on repeats"
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: jr -J- : ■ Description
SIS RT312 GRADE RULE ■ List of SIS+ raw data and associated 
definition regarding the Grade Rule 
applicable, "E" for "Extended 
Education", "U" for "Undergraduate", 
and "G" for "Graduate"
■ If a course section has a Grade
Rule, this field will be initialized 
from the course section at the time 
of registration; otherwise the Grade 
Rule for the student academic 
program will be used
SIS RT345_CLASS_ENROLL ■ List of SIS+ raw data and associated 
definition to reflect the student's 
status (itemize values) in the class 
section
■ Active requests, attempts, permits, 
authorizations and drops are 
included
■ Based on the date in the calendar 
table, a course dropped after the 
deadline for withdrawal grades will 
be changed to enrolled with a grade 
of W
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Table 5. Yen-Hsi Chiang's Table Structures - New Exception 
Handling and Log Tables
■ Table Name: Description’
GRE_EXCP ■ An exception handling log table to 
track the failed transaction data on 
GRE exam
LOG_AUTOPROC ■ A log table that tracks execution of 
automation process
•■ Records starting and ending time when 
each stored procedure was executed
LOG_CLASSCHANGE ■ A log table that tracks changes made 
on student's classification status
LOG_COURSEGRADE ■ A log table that tracks change made 
on student's courses taken 
information of STUDENTCOURSES table
LOG_NEWSTD ■ A log table that tracks new student 
record inserted into GRADSTUDENTS 
table by the automation procedure
LOG_STATUSCHANGE ■ A log table that tracks any student's 
status change in GRADSTUDENTS table 
by the automation procedure
LOG_GPA_BELOW3POINTO ■ A log table that stores those whose 
GPA is below 3.0
NUKELOG_CTL ■ A lookup table which provides
information for automation procedure 
to delete the old logs in assigned 
timely intervals
STDCOURSES_EXCP ■ An exception handling log table to 
track failed transactions on 
migrating student courses taken and 
grade
STDCOURSES_NOSTORE ■ A log table to track students' 
non-stored (filtered out by 
procedure) courses and grade, such as 
PE class or non CSCI courses.
STDINFO_EXCP ■ An exception handling log table to 
track failed transactions on 
migrating graduate student's bio/demo 
data.
STDPREQ_EXCP ■ An exception handling log table to 
track failed transactions on 
inserting prerequisite requirements
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AjJ- Table Name ■ if <-' , Des'cript i da
TOEFL EXCP ■ An exception handling log table to 
track failed transactions on 
migrating student's TOEFL exam
PROB_EXCP ■ An exception handling log table to 
track failed transactions on 
migrating student's probation 
information
COMMITTEE EXCP ■ An exception handling log table to 
track failed transactions on 
migrating student's committee 
information
MASTEROPTION_EXCP ■ An exception handling, log table to 
track failed transactions on 
migrating student' project or thesis 
information
USER_LOG ■ A log table that tracks application 
login activities, such as' login time, 
IP, and the number of failed login 
attempts.
VISIT LOG ■ A log table that tracks application 
usage by capturing visitor's 
activities, such as visited pages and 
visited time.
2.4 Constraints
This system is only as good as the data that has been
migrated from MS Access Database and extracted from SIS+. 
This system depends on the correctness of the data from MS
Access Database and SIS+.
2.5 System Characteristics
2.5.1 Reliability
The system should handle failure when the Oracle 
database is down. The system must provide sufficient 
connection to the- database system to maintain high
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availability. In this system, there are exception handlers 
to guarantee that the system is reliable.
2.5.2 Security
The system must be protected from any security risks. 
The Oracle Database as well as the Oracle Application 
Server must be protected. This system uses https protocol, 
which combines normal HTTP interaction over an encrypted
secure socket layer. This ensures reasonable protection 
from eavesdroppers and man in the middle attacks.
2.5.3 Maintainability
The database and web application should be designed to 
deal with the changes and requirements without any 
significant modification. This application is implemented 
modularly so it is easy to maintain.
2.5.4 Portability
The system should be able to expand its service to 
different machines without any signification modification.
Java and JSP are both portable to multiple operating 
systems and web servers. This system is portable since it
is implemented in Java and JSP.
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CHAPTER THREE
SOFTWARE DESIGN
3.1 Architectural Design
3.1.1 System Design
The Web-Based Database Management System uses two
kinds of Oracle servers; one is the web application server
and the other one is the database server. The Oracle
Application Server, located behind a firewall, is the only 
computer that can connect directly to the database server. 
The Oracle Database Server is located in a private network 
and only allows the direct connection from the web server. 
This prevents hackers from cracking the database. For 
system deployment, the following are needed: (1) Firewall,
(2) Oracle Application Server lOg, minimum 512 MB, and
(3) Oracle Database Server lOg, minimum 512 MB.
3.1.2 Database Design
The new database design includes revision of several
tables to accommodate changes in raw data sources and 
definitions as well as new database tables for storage of
new data definitions. Moreover, specific new tables are 
created to collect activity information for automating
processes in connection with data feed from SIS+.
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Table 6. Revision of Database Tables
Table Name Description Modification
PROJECT • Stores graduate 
student's master 
project option 
information
• Add an additional new 
column,
MODIFY_DONE_FLAG 
CHAR(l), to indicate 
whether the
modification to the 
project document as 
recommended by the 
student's committee 
has been done by the 
student
THESIS • Stores graduate 
student's master 
thesis option 
information
• Add an additional new 
column,
MODIFY_DONE_FLAG 
CHAR(l), to indicate 
whether the
modification to the 
thesis document as 
recommended by the 
student's committee 
has been done by the 
student
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Table 7. Newly Created Database Tables
Table Name / 
Column Name Description
ADHOCLOG
USER ID
SQLNAME
SQLSTRING
• Stores the SQL statements which the user 
creates in the ad hoc reports
• Identification number to verify the 
authorized user
• Name of SQL statement which the user 
creates in the ad hoc reports
• SQL statement which the user creates
TASKSCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE ID 
SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE_DAYS
• Defines frequencies for reported tasks
• Identification number of the schedule
• Name of the schedule
• Duration of the schedule
ROLES
ROLE ID
ROLE
• Defines roles of users (Graduate 
Coordinator, Faculty, Program Assistant, 
and Student)
• Identification number of the role
• A set or group of privileges that can be 
granted to users
FUNCTIONS
FUNCTION ID
FUNCTION
FUNCTIONPAGE
PRIVILEGE_CODE
• Defines all registered functions to 
assign to roles and to users
• Identification number of the function
• Name of the function
• JSP page of the function
• Execution privilege token of the 
function
TASKSTATUS
STATUS ID
STATUS
• Defines status of a task (denied, 
completed, failed, not yet evaluated, 
and uncompleted)
• Identification number of the status
• Description of the status
ROLEFUNCTIONS
ROLE ID 
FUNCTION_ID
• Stores functions assigned to each user 
role
• Identification number of the role
• Identification number of the function
TASKMANUAL
TASK CODE
TASK ACTION
GUIDE
• Defines all pre-defined tasks
• Identification number of the task
• Brief description of the task
• Guide to complete the task
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Table Name / 
Column Name Description
JOBS
JOB ID
JOB
JOB_SCRIPT
• Defines pre-defined job for pre-defined 
tasks
• Identification number of the job
Name of the job
Description of the job
TASKBOOK
TASK CODE
JOB ID
JOB_ORDER
Stores jobs in each pre-defined task 
Identification number of the task 
Identification number of the job
Sequence number of the job within the 
task
TASKREGSTR
TASK ID
TASK CODE
TASK OWNER
TASK ASSIGNEE
DATE ASSIGNED
DATE DUE
DATE COMPLETE
DATE EXPIRED
NOTES
STATUS
REPORT
COMMENTS
Stores tasks assigned to each student, 
faculty, or staff member
Identification number of the task
Code of the task
Identification number of the staff who 
assigns the task
Identification number of the staff or 
student who needs to complete the task 
Date when the task is assigned
Date when the task is expected to be 
completed
Date when the task is actually completed 
Date when the task expires or is no 
longer valid
Brief note about the task
Status of the task - completed, failed, 
denied, uncompleted
Comment from the assignee about the task 
Comment from the assignor about the task
COMPEXAMFACULTY
QTRYR
COURSE
FACULTY
COMPEXAM_ID
Stores all information for the 
comprehensive exam
Quarter / year of the comprehensive exam 
Name of the core course
Faculty name who made the exam questions 
Identification number of the 
comprehensive exam
LOGINTRACE
USER ID
ISEXPIRED
CHANGEPWORDDATE 
LASTLOGIN
Tracks the user login information 
Identification number of the authorized
user
Flag to track if the user logins for the 
first-time
Date when password is changed
Time of last-time login
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Table Name / 
Column Name Description
JOB CTL TB
JOB SEQ
RUN DATE
PROC NAME
COMMENTS
Stores the system job information in the 
job scheduler
Identification number of the system job 
schedule
Date when the system job schedule is to 
be run
Name of the procedure for running the 
system job
Comments about the system job schedule
STUDENTEMAILLOG
STD ID
SEND DATE
ISSEND
COMMENTS
TERMCODE
REPORTCODE
Tracks all information for emails sent 
to students
Identification number of the student
Date when email is sent to the student 
Flag that indicates if the email has 
been sent
Content of the subject field of email 
Quarter when the email is sent
Name of the report for which email is to 
be generated
DISMISS
STD ID
DISMISS TERM 
DISMISS REASON
Tracks a student's dismissal history 
Identification number of the student 
Quarter / year when the student is 
dismissed
Reason for dismissal
YEARS
YEAR
Defines year range for an academic year 
Starting year and ending year for the 
academic year
STUDENTMAILS
STD ID
TERM
CATEGORY
CONTENT
Stores the contents of the emails sent 
to students
Identification number of the student 
Quarter / year when email is sent to the 
student
Type of the email
Body of the email
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CHAPTER FOUR
TEST AND MAINTENANCE
This chapter presents the quality assurance process. 
There are two. methods used for testing - unit tests and
scenario tests.
4.1 Unit Testing
The unit testing provides a systematic approach for 
testing the user inputs and intended results of the system 
and improves the overall quality of the system. The 
following table shows the unit tests for the system..
Table 8. Unit Tests
Page Unit Tests Performed Result
Login User Input • Test valid user
• Test invalid user
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
Forgot
Password
User Input • Verify that all fields take 
expected input
• Test invalid data
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
Change
Password
User Input • Verify that all fields take 
expected input
• Test invalid data
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
Communicat
ions
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
Customize 
Home Page
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
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Page Unit Tests Performed Result
View Any 
Student
Info
User Input • Verify that all fields take 
expected input
• Test invalid data
Pass
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
View Own 
Advisees 
Only
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
Academic
Year
Statistics
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
Advising
Link
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
Generate
Reports
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
Quarterly
Reports
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
Update
Student
Info
User Input • Verify that all fields take 
expected input
• Test invalid data
Pass
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
View Any 
Advisee
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
Comp Exam 
Info
User Input • Verify that all fields take 
expected input
• Test invalid data
Pass
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
Insert New 
Faculty
User Input • Verify that all fields take 
expected input
• Test invalid data
Pass
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
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Page Unit Tests Performed Result
Insert New 
Staff
User Input • Verify that all fields take 
expected input
• Test invalid data
Pass
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
Insert New 
Student
User Input • Verify that all fields take 
expected input
• Test invalid data
Pass
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
Update/ 
View Staff 
Info
User Input • Verify that all fields take 
expected input
• Test invalid data
Pass
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
Update
Contact
Info
User Input • Verify that all fields take 
expected input
• Test invalid data
Pass
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
View
Student
Info
Menu • Make sure all the menu items 
work appropriately
Pass
Buttons/
Links
• Ensure all buttons and links 
work as expected
Pass
4.2 Test Scenarios
Test scenarios are useful to determine if functional
requirements have been met within the user interface. In 
the following sections, a scenario will be given, then 
screen shots will display the results.
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4.2.1 Main User Login
This page presents the starting point for the system. 
A student, faculty, Graduate Coordinator, and Program 
Assistant will be required to enter a user-id and password 
initially created by the Web-Based Database Management
System System Administrator.
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User Input:
•
•
User ID
Password
DffareltT
COMPIITEMSCffiKE Graduate Program Management System
Output: CiiTittia 5a 1c fco Br: tfw
1 Success - ____ ______ _ ____ _________
Verify the user id Id • .. ■ ■ WB - M
and password, then t
redirect to home 
page of appropriate
Password
1
user role: hC : [ Sign hi | : ; /r sSv-l
• Faculty Type hi you! U?ei ID P.itwwxi.
• Student
• Graduate
Coordinator
• Program Assistant
CcMTSilSf
2 Failure - COMPOTES SCfflBCB Graduate Program Management SystemCflvwStftViMJsyfcraBK’iriw• Incorrect user
id/password
1 Usei iti
i P«nw»rJ
J . t ______J: ■■ v i
u ' liisiiJ . -
f , Type Htyow Osei B ajifhfojsswsHtL .» -v. s
Wrong User !D I Password, please sign in again!
Foraots/tji.iros^word 7
• Forget password
Type in the user id 
and click on "Send" COMPUTER SCTEWCE Graduate Program Management System
WfcnsSjftUnxwi?, SonStfJrtmbutton
?"■ ~ ,,.v- H
j Please type {»youj usei ht- ■. Hi ■ j~'___ " 1 ’■ i'-J
. J3E3
Your password has been sent to your email account, please check it!!
Figure 3. User Login
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4.2.2 Faculty / Graduate Coordinator / Program
Assistant / Student: Change Password
This function allows users to change their passwords
as frequently as desired.
User Input:
• Type the user's 
new password in 
both "New 
Password" and 
"Confirm New 
Password" input 
boxes
• Click on the 
"Submit" button
BPBMCWH
CiiiMSaif'AXxftV.feiBTstfio
Fzaity.
Keistiti Voigt 
Chance Password 
ConunnhfcelSona
fe.SB!.AB8g0a!?
LBS
-Graduate Program Management System
Change Password
New Pd&wd
-.ConHnn Rew tawefth
| Submit | { Cancel j?
Output:
1. Success - amiscMCiCii.'M&isVa'njsj Santtrsriw Graduate Program Management System
Fao/Sy Kostin Voigt (.bartrit Pfc!-
Your User ID i Password has been changed Successfully!I
2. Failure - 
• New password and 
confirm password 
are the same
Microsoft Internet Explorer
''s ‘
New password and confrim password are not the same, please re_enter again,
- ~0K 1
Figure 4. Change Password
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4.2.3 Faculty / Graduate Coordinator:
Communications
This module allows the faculty and/or Graduate 
Coordinator to email different groups. The functionality 
for each of the particular groups will be provided in 
detail in the following sections.
4.2.3.1 All Advisees. This function allows the
faculty or Graduate Coordinator to send email to all his
or her current advisees.
User Input:
Click on the 
Advisees" 
hyperlink
'All
CJSnjfcte'iiXOTsjit&f’iiti) Graduate Program Management System
Fac-ify..
Kcistin Voiyt 
Chsm*> Password
J c ) u 
i, 0 * .te, t, >
All Advisees
Select Advisees
All Committees
Select Committees
Giiitltmte Connlinatoi
Denflitinent Clioir
Peon of Graduate Study
Rrtmram Assistant
• A pop-up page where 
FROM field is 
automatically filled 
with the sender's 
(faculty or graduate 
coordinator) email 
address; TO field is 
automatically filled 
with email addresses 
of pertinent 
advisees; and 
SUBJECT and CONTENTS 
fields will be 
filled out by the 
sender
KtilsilnVoItit 
Chrtiia? Ptitwtttd
-nfc
VitwOwhA.friisi.fc Ofo
CSnifcS'.tvr.j Utils Graduate Program Management System
Facility Communication
[Send^j Cancel ]
Figure 5. Communications - All Advisees
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4.2.3.2 Select Advisees. This function allows the
faculty or Graduate Coordinator to send email to advisees
selected from a list of current advisees.
User Input:
• Click on the
"Select Advisees" 
hyperlink
Ikfrr-yh/
CMTOTBBSCBM Graduate Program Management System
Select Committees
Graduate Coordinator
Deiiaitwent Chair
Penn of Graduate Study
Pioctinm Assistant
Output:
• A pop-up page 
where FROM field 
is automatically 
filled with the 
sender's (faculty 
or graduate 
coordinator) email 
address; TO field 
presents a list of 
advisees that the 
sender needs to 
select from; and 
SUBJECT and 
CONTENTS fields 
will be filled out 
by the sender
Ktiidhi Voigt
v/Any.Siufentirfo.
Graduate Program Management System
Faculty Communication
Figure 6. Communications - Select Advisees
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4.2.3.3 All Committees. This function allows faculty
or Graduate Coordinator to send email to all project or
thesis committee members of his / her advisees.
User Input:
• Click on the "All 
Committees" 
hyperlink
Output:
• A pop-up page 
where FROM field 
is automatically 
filled with the 
sender's (faculty 
or graduate 
coordinator) email 
address; TO field 
is automatically 
filled with email 
addresses of 
pertinent 
advisees; and 
SUBJECT and 
CONTENTS fields 
will be filled Out 
by the sender
atfKfw.-i
CMPTOBMWE
Keisibs Vebjt 
Changp Password
C.Mstbmizq Hcmo Page
View Any Sitter.? Info 
view frvn Advises Only
LssM
Oto-j Sjj Sircrtm
All Advisees
Select Advisees
All Committees
Select Committees
Giailiiat? Cwrillnniw
EiiraiUnsiiKtaii
Penn of Graduate Snub
Piomant Assistant
COfflWISCfflSCSCttxii&OvCWft) {J9 RrirlR)
r*:tsSy.
iuisiin Vcd'jt
IFranv
ll'o
V| x £.&#•!. Ax*'.?.?.??. Ssli.. iSubjric
Graduate Program Management System
Giaduate Program Management System
Faculty Communication
■csysbfv.'jliy^yAhoo.coin n |
s’udentcsusb®yBhQo.ccm'8tud9nlcsusb®yahoo.c<im:siudsnicsusb®yahoo.a)iri;8ludenlcsusb(^8hoo.com;?i
Xontsiits
j'Send) j Cancel"]
Figure 7. Communications - All Committees
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4.2.3.4 Select Committees. This function allows
faculty or the Graduate Coordinator to send email to
certain committee members selected from a list.
User Input:
• Click on the 
"Select 
Committees" 
hyperlink
Cfta-o SajiA'wry Sn Srraira
Graduate Program Management System
KcisJih Volijt 
pirns? Password
CwtmnirifcaSbrts 
Customize Home PaneView Any Starfen? Irk View Own Atfristv# Only
Instil
All Advisees
Select Advisees
AH Committees
Select Committees
Graduate Ceonlfnnfot
Department Chair
Dean of Graduate Study
Ptodiam Assistant
Output:
• A pop-up page 
where FROM field 
is automatically 
filled with the 
sender's (faculty 
or graduate 
coordinator) email 
address; TO field 
presents a list of 
advisees that the 
sender needs to 
select from; and 
SUBJECT and 
CONTENTS fields 
will be filled out 
by the sender
Cslr.H'ra  Vikib} tafcrrtia
Kwsdit Vol.p
.virrtvt1.',?!?".? jFfom:ilo:
[Subject:
rs  |csvsbt3CMfcy^y?.hoo.C(jrn
Graduate Program Management System
Faculty Communication
| Send]I Cancei"]
Figure 8. Communications - Select Committees
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4.2.3.5 Graduate Coordinator. This function permits
faculty members to send email to the Graduate Coordinator.
User Input:
• Click on the 
"Graduate 
Coordinator" 
hyperlink
WBPTOBSCraCEfc/IJm Saivnws:/ &n scrsrfnj
racirty 
Kereiln Voigt
snsTsittaifisie an. Am St* J-r! lire
Vip Ai}«ck VSlS Select fiiMseeskQSCii).
fill Committees
Select Committees
Graduate Ceoidlirator
Graduate Program Management System
Den.nlnient Chair
Dean of Graduate Study
Program Assistant
Output:
• A pop-up page 
where FROM field 
is automatically 
filled with the 
sender's (faculty) 
email address; TO 
field is
automatically 
filled with email 
address of the 
Graduate
Coordinator; and 
SUBJECT and 
CONTENTS fields 
will be filled out 
by the sender
iKfWil’l
COMPU
reciiSK 
Keidiit Veto!
C;n!omite Hcmt- P&aVfW.AavStuhii' kb VisyQtfflA&smOnh
IMS.
®18 Graduate Program Management System
V»«b> ti Srrita
Faculty Communication
iffom: ksusbfacuHy^yahoo.ccm . s
Jo- • jidfmBndora@gmeil.com________________________________~_______________________________ J
iSubject. j ................... ......................... . ................ .... .................................... ....... ........ ......j
Figure 9. Communications -• Graduate Coordinator
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4.2.3.6 Department Chair. This function allows the
faculty or Graduate Coordinator to send email to the 
Department Chair.
User Input:
• Click on the 
"Department of 
Chair" hyperlink
agroBSCMCS Graduate Program Management SystemGf bn SajlBOTi.  Sn Sk’sUb
F&Ciity.Keisiln Voitjt flacidisssri
.Cy5l.5i)Xi53.h5iT.8^i?15. ‘ All Advisees
View Any Stt-den* Info S6|ett Advisees Utmiil 2-2
All Committees
Select Committees
Graduate Coordinator
Pepailment Cliait
Dean of Gtailitale Study
Ptouram Assistant
Output:
• A pop-up page
where FROM field 
is automatically 
filled with the 
sender's (faculty, 
Graduate
Coordinator) email 
address; TO field 
is automatically 
filled with email 
address of the 
Department Chair; 
and SUBJECT and 
CONTENTS fields 
will be filled out 
by the sender
COWOTESSCMOS
can iSaglsuny UiErmis
'font jcsi’shtetuRy^yahoo com
Vie« v'wn Advisees Orly
To: £csusbdiQir©yohoo.com
Subject:
Ccnle»b:(
Graduate Program Management System
Faculty Communication
[ Send] pCartceTj
Figure 10. Communications - Department of Chair
1
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4.2.3.8 Dean of Graduate Studies. This function
allows the faculty or Graduate Coordinator to send email
to the Dean of the Graduate Studies.
User Input:
• Click on the "Dean 
of Graduate
Studies" hyperlink
Btpwwlc/
OOMPWER SCIBMCB Graduate Program Management SystemCtfcsiSUJlaMB? Sh ScTrflD
Faculty.,
Keistlii Volut
Change Pssst-xcfi
CamMUfiieatrans
Cu In ’8 Hnc F- tp All Advisees
View An? sAusen’ tnfo
-t—LSLU_£S-----U Select Advisees
LseM
All Coriimittees
Select Committees
Graduate Coordinator
Denaitment Choir
Dean of Graduate Stuilv
Rl».'J'tini..Ass|st.M
Output:
• A pop-up page 
where FROM field 
is automatically 
filled with the 
sender's (faculty, 
Graduate
Coordinator) email 
address; TO field 
is automatically 
filled with email 
address of the
Dean of the
Graduate Studies; 
and SUBJECT and 
CONTENTS fields 
will be filled out 
by the sender
asfwsarfCfflWWffiS 8CIBMCB Graduate Program Management System
Wtniirt’.iwsyfaSiralrB
j Faculty Communication
f 1 f <, -.......-...........r; ........................... -....... ............ ............................. . ................ . .....;....... ™......... . —~~
.•;o____ __ irtom. csuj&tttulflgS'mo cwn
f H in iTn- irsushriAnnfitynhno mm
_______L_ f....... . .... .p"!"".....................r-r—.... r:-77if.............................................................................................................-
/ A {Subject;: i
Contents’
| Send ]] Cancel |
Figure 11. Communications - Dean of Graduate Studies
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4.2.3.9 Program Assistant. This function allows the 
faculty or Graduate Coordinator to send email to the 
Program Assistant.
User Input:
• Click on the 
"Program 
Assistant" 
hyperlink
Graduate Program Management System
Fact#,'.
K«tStiH VttKjl 
QnriH y w, j 
Cotnftmrricaiisns
CM,l.!»tfeitLE® All Ailvisaes
View Any stmter* info
k zHrsftfrxX.M Select Advisees
All Committees
CS&a 3 SdjiA'OT'+Sn •tt*3lro
Select Comminees
Graduate Coordinator
Department Chalt 
Dean <rt Graduate Study
Output:
• A pop-up page 
where FROM field 
is automatically 
filled with the 
sender's (faculty, 
Graduate
Coordinator) email 
address; TO field 
is automatically 
filled with email 
address of the 
Program Assistant; 
and SUBJECT and 
CONTENTS fields 
will be filled out 
by the sender
COMPUTES SCIENCEmnjtesliwny lattrwJ® Graduate Program Management System
' Faculty CommunicationhMSltfl voijt _1_c r, ss )L_I_UW_■.kdJVJ;fcfeSgft.B338
a
jFroiri kjcstfacuilygjjfahaaxcriii 
|Te: lcsusbpa@yahoo.com
ISubjed 1_
j i
I
j
Contents |
j
{Send 11 Cancel ]
Figure 12. Communications - Program Assistant
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4.2.4 Faculty / Graduate Coordinator / Program
Assistant / Student: Change Home Page
This function allows a user to change his/her home
page as often as she or he wishes.
User Input:
• Choose one of the 
pages (Change 
Password, 
Communications, 
Customize Home 
Page, View Any 
Student Info, and 
View Own Advisees 
Only) from the 
drop-down menu
• Click the 
"Confirm" button
Graduate Program Management System
Customize your Home page
[ Confirm j | Alton {
Click tc choose apags available for »aur re's
Output:
• When the user 
clicks on 
reload/refresh 
button in the 
browser or clicks 
on the "Click 
Here" hyper link, 
the system 
automatically 
refreshes the 
screen to the new 
home page
Graduate Program Management System
Yoiii home pays has been ciBfomtoHl! 
Pisss MmiI Rsfiesli Biittsn 01 ClicliHsic,
Figure 13. Change Home Page
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4.2.5 Faculty / Graduate Coordinator / Program
Assistant: View Any Student Info
This function allows the' faculty, Graduate
Coordinator, or Program Assistant to view any student
information.
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User Input:
Choose the student 
name in the drop-down G*aduate Program Manaaenteht Systemfc/fWiSdaUim-j fciBmrlre
menu keratin Vnigii.'fcsass.Sii!«aM5s5•eccaaiEitstoafi
View Student information
■ Seiad a sludtrri! [———— [*:
Type in the student's v.?whJ4.'A^^2x"ia,.iv
last name and click on 
the "Last Name" radio 
button
JjSttS) brSeuchby Siring i i
' Ociiofife ® L8fi tJ’!ns O R’Sl frww S Either
Afchnkwiii litt air tiudems 
, ,, .. . \5> Last Nsms 0 Fiisl Naina
Order Re»a=t by ,<f> Asv“'>'.!int) O Craseerojir-s
f S«»fdi nn<! View 1.
Type in the student's 
first name and click 
on the "First Name" 
radio button to 
initiate the search 
string then click on 
the "Search and View" 
button
Output:
• On the top - Student's fiSPUMCIBM ' Graduate Program Management Systempersonal information tBkxjtB'zwnj Sa SrnJn
is displayed Jeoeplrinefftiufoxn Personal information
A -u'f-cd/fU, 
A&libS-kll ■ IssinnmK fang BhnilSy CttWESc '
fit : first Marne. U-uhaan fSawefBi LSNCv-isea female
eSS-FK&SfiSTA I MHdisWarns- Phone (438) 268-3527 EmsI tmfenfl@,alwo.twn
i fo!!5hl OSA Addra «- SKI Mi?. Ceud SteoieCA? 136• On the bottom - fe)£i&s.S>;3S3S
IfedsU Shrdaru !:A
- ; Permanent Ad,ten: 33 Minx Courts*" Jasn.CA35i38. USA
a summary of the ' ID: 636433257
student's academic ' v\CXr »-*»,' V, / 
LiadS AteJfi.&ifSS SiSxLC&K!'inform
i I'ermAurndtstf .Fa;i axis
Spring 2)04
Mri'Urd’i Slsfus: band Claasrl-nd
CusaftlSlstue. Aotto
j Term Au-ariwd tc CWiiiiiscy.
ibFiGOat*.
Spring 2005
OVNOV-19S7
Acsiferrnc Sliding: Aix. Io Candidacy
M*?r«r Option' Project
Or<Ef.wmMi>A,:- '313/710/423
1. Click on "Course & 
Grades" A screen 
displays the core 
courses, elective 
courses and 
prerequisite courses 
the student has taken 
and the grades earned
rw»**Wc Graduate Program Management System
Persona! Information
Fang E;i-.rifel:y CHINESE
UCtiu»>> O3-NOV-1858
Phtine: («e)3G&3$27-
398 Mirza Cauil San Joss CASSIS
>7) MSent Csun^an Jcsr.CA,95133. USA
FEMALE
Emit lcxfacj®yah05.c
CSCBSC Al.jCn(1l:Y:
5 ; • rte«H.'» he«i98«
'CSCI52<1 Sirpercomnding and v.suslizatrcm 
•CSCI572'l5.ilaB3w 5y3lt-iT«S: •
C8CI575 !r-!vrnsiiip in CwnpiiW Svi-mcir 
CSCiSSfl PeuRdriii'ins. of Computer Ar-rhileciur:)
(:SCir?r^ Ftwdalww of Ssflwss Systems 
CSCftKO Prcgi wiring Lsriguagt’s Thoory
Pfernqitl<Re <>iifsaS;
NSCSOb Expository Writing for the Hstural Scisncas
T FsilXKM " A
4 Fair .303 ft.
5 Winter 20Q3 <R
4 r-atiXea b-
4 WtttforSIEM B*
4 Spring 2dtM B-
Vm»» f’ti Y« >i CiftJ. ,....
Figure 14. View Any Student Information (Part A)
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2. Click on "Prerequisite 
Exams" A screen 
displays the 
prerequisite exams 
(such as GRE, TOEFL, 
and WREE) the student 
has taken and the 
scores earned
3. Click on "Probation 
History" A screen 
displays the student's 
probation history 
(starting date, 
starting term, ending 
date, ending term, and 
reason for being on 
probation)
4. Click on ^Master 
Option" A screen 
displays the student's 
master option 
information
5. Click on "Grad Check" 
A screen displays the 
student's grad check 
information
•joxepMn# <i, M«r><iozA-
l '•(? t a • !*
x- x .J L., hf«
wmuy fc> fcxnt'e
Peisonal Information
Graduate Program Management System •
las! liytrsr Fang BfirisiSy.. CHINESE
First Mama- Li-Chuan Oai") of Uiith: U9-NQV-596S
MiddiuNarnu; RhuROS <463)266.2527
CU'tah! L'SA.Addisss. 25S Maovo Court San Jc-fb CA9513S
Pannsnsu! Ajisrass' 3E8 Mauve Ccurt.San dcse,CA5315», USA
GRECUANTiY
ORE/WLYTiCS
Computer scibhce
Josephine G. Mendoza
J aT'jj-wi 
£x_JLLk4XL_
< M.e
* «j‘ ss-s-i 
x'iu I- f <v d? 
s •< t “«#
*-• \-d dr Jah
' or.l
Personal information
Ic.fangeY’yahcccom
NWOM397
Nov-oi-sec?
nwoihss?
Graduate Program ManagementSystein
;S........gLj"-"''.........crBiese ....
FbstNsme LhChuan DataefBIrth- ' C9-NO'/-19=8 FEMALE
Mditia Name- Phone: (40B) 265:2527 Em*!l- lcvfang@yaFoo.ccm
Cutten! USA Adshesr 368 Maeve Court Ssn.Joee CA 55133 '
Permanent Ashass., 358 Ma«a Cant? .San Jose, CA.S513S.,USA •
10:,506453257
■ Jl -ltd >, h tin CltuliiM i):
^IPWBSCWE
' ' CvSniSaSUiioi^PnSohrtis
Graduate Program Management System - _
Personal InformationCowUMlto.
Josephine 0. Muihlozt
£.u«fls-is^b's!;ridim 
■’3S3aa5s.PdP.iet* 
ysds.t-StszSdJda 
Mio* Aft/ into
« f rt ?i«
. (Last ietnc:..............
| Middle Naw* 
i Cunet! USA. Ads'resa 
• Psrmaosrrt Mi'-fir
■0:806453257
Fang Shnkitf CHINESE
Li-Chuan Osie cl Sitlh: O9-NOV-19S0 FEMALE
Phone. (403) 266-3527 £«»=:;. Icvfansgyalwir.com
358 Mee-e Court San Jcse CA 95136
350 Weave Cetin,San Jim.CA.fSIiSS, USA
; Maf-ter Ofiiinn: Project ' PresH-.ts’iftft Data:
iAahMsr: Mendoza, Josephine Committee' Conception, Arturo Yu,Tong
F-roi Cni Grts-n (bio ■ 8of.cr.tl Oral Eiom Datst
Frf.tOn;£xau>L:w:' Sntt-ntl Oral Evam Timo t
i First Cm! E<am Room St-ioori Oral Emm Rtit-ir.:::,
i Fiih C' jFExam Rasuh: Pass Setc-ort OralEtam Result: .N/A
ipm,ecfi4le: Imnwemonr ;jnd Cfiplpyrnerrt of ihfAVeb Bosodpalaljsse
Managemant uiysiom tarCtimsuier Science uraauate Program
iPiojfrt! Resell. N/A
cSirewtasio
CsfcruiaBVcws}' ie terirfra
Graduate Program Management System
Personal Information-
iCmnt USA Addrw
Fang Ethnkity: CHINESE
LiCkwn fist? W'Birlh- IBNOV-1EH3 FEMALE
Phons- (406) 268-3527 Email: ltM3ng@yahoo.corn
353 Mato? Court Ssn Joss CA 85133
3ffl Maws Court,San Jose,GAJ9513S. USA
ID: LW453257
iiU!ii:i!3’.Y Mil&.t&t.&ii’iHlf iitiiii.&lKdi
iMoou»L'r.lien. ' v. Project
iforjustChechl r -no '»y <
!Bind uR « p lot ir-'dd.«n): 
i Grad Cii-Kti Date irrwdd/vvvv)..
Figure 15. View Any Student Information (Part B)
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4.2.6 Faculty / Graduate Coordinator: View Own
Advisees Only
This function allows the faculty or Graduate
Coordinator to view information about own advisees only.
User Input:
• None 
Output:
• On the top - The 
information' (name, 
term advanced to 
candidacy, master 
option, and 
project/thesis title) 
about current advisees 
is■displayed
• Click on "View 
Graduated Advisees" on 
the top A screen 
displays information 
for this faculty's 
advisees who have 
already graduated
• Click on "View 
Graduated Advisees" on 
the top A screen with 
the information about 
graduated advisees 
(such as name, term 
advanced to candidacy, 
master option, and 
project/thesis title)
• On the bottom - The 
information (name, 
term advanced to 
candidacy, master 
option, and 
project/thesis title) 
about current advisees 
where the faculty is a 
committee member
• Click on "View 
Graduated Advisees" on 
the bottom A screen 
displays information 
about advisees who 
have graduated and 
where the faculty is a 
committee member
frfrnirf
KewinVoigt" •/
Cliinbe1
Communication^
iPsnfiCustodies Him:
View Any Studs;rt Hq
' View O.«n Ms«^On'f
fei
Graduate Program fe .System
' Current Advisees ~
. , Advanced t« Ctn !< Mister
I , tit , Option.
■iPafcflfetei Wimet2005_____ j Project-
i Piano, John .1 .WinterXCfi j Thesis
a;
Web-Based Entry Level Mathematics Test 
On the Design of an Extension Software Syslei 
for... . ' '■ .
■ Committee Member, of Current Advisees
it; rifttei
’fims Ifasp'Prject Title
(Agnew. Robert ■ 
tPiKit. Savrabh
iPou.Ja
Summer 2001- 
FaH2002
Thesis iNeuralCompulationofthe Square Root ofAMatnx ‘ 
Project (Secured Web Based Human Resource System.
iEvaTiralsng Microsoft’.NET Technology: Implementation 
Online... . : .. ■■
Thesis
iOesion Factors for the Communication Architecture of 
iDistnb... ■ • ■ :
iOrhfne Mu&imedia Management System (OMMS)
► W
afrnaacornmn Graduate Program Management System
WSnj&tvwEiySa&rafc
Cceroyw
Jewphtna ,6.rlh&dou
Cflwne Password
Quarterly
View Any Advisees 
View Any Student Info
lias.
Graduated Advisees ZnueO i”i
Maine GwluaifeJ ci fttartei Option sT!iH*/Pro{e<fTit)o
iWemu Getahun • Spring 2003 Project • (White Board .
,Ch’j !cf» 1 Fall20Q5 Project ■Graduate Advisory System Advising Component -
hmsukeri-Surmt Fa'IfflH Project Mobile Order Entry.System Based on Wireless Technology . -
■bn. Chia-Vang SpnnjIUM Project ■Conceptual Model Builder
ibikalaou: Sushma Winter 1999 Projtc, (Baring and Renewables Application-
► w
Hams
Committee Member of Graduated Advisees;
Gfadtwtetf -j) Mnst»f_Optbn JsT».'lreJ«altik* T
iChata.Vaishi I Spnng2000 J Project (Accessing Timesheets Via Internet Through JDBC and/or ODBC
sChinpanich.Vorapcu13 ■ Winter 2004 .j Project ■Helpdesk Support Alert System ' ' •
jDharod. Vrshat-. i Spnng2004 i Project iWeb Based Internship Management System •
iOtifr.Amil •’ Spring 2005 i Project iWebsite Content Management using a CSert-based Database-Dri...
iHardino. Sustanig i Fall2000 .; .Project ■.Visual Fox Pro Application
► ■ w
Figure 16. View Own Advisees Only
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4.2.7 Graduate Coordinator: Academic Year 
Statistics
This function allows the Graduate Coordinator to view
statistics on students with respect to admission, and 
academic standing (classified, advanced to candidacy, on 
probation, dismissed, and graduated).
User Input:
• Choose the academic 
year from the 
drop-down list
• Click the "Submit" 
button
COMPUTEK SCISMC® Giaduate'Program Management System
Ctwfaslix:
Josuplitno (». Hethleza
r < T’i < •_ ac* Pleas* select an academic year In the following drep-dewn Hat.
foraaffi ban
ubfct3m»2e.Hfrf»vrP.3ae
f«r3' epep-'i’s
Obsrt'tiv Reo:i-? ] Siihmh j| Cnniat j
VphipS' 'n
•i> Aul'tUfg
Vitv-Own && v.
Output:
• The statistical
report - showing the 
number of students 
admitted,
classified, advanced 
to candidacy, on 
probation, graduated 
and dismissed The 
total is further 
broken down by 
gender and whether 
the student is an 
international 
student or not
COMPOTES SCIBSOE Graduate Program Management System
c^vuww. Academic Year Statistics
A5-:|iiiln« <>. Mendezs
’ Mtitfutou" - dasdtlsti r. ( Car.4td.KV t Probatisii • • t»«4«ate<f - -1 . &fe!nls«r«t_ •
ri,M;of. j Trim Sex Inti Count! Totm Sos ’rd’J Count • Trim t’f< Inti Count !■ Tran 5e« Ml Count Term Se» inti Count | Term Sex toll Cour-1 j
' r-q«t rt ;FaC2 F N 4 ‘FaCQ F Y 6 iF-aCC F N 2 iWIM • M Y 1 Fa02 F N 2 F N 4 «;
tngf.m, to r * 3 jF^X2 m n s to f y t iwoi m y i Earn f y i Iwyk f y t i
n n IWVn IB iFaO2 M Y 11 =FaO2 M N 2 'EsOI M Y 2 ' FaO2-_M"~Y 2_ |WC3 Jd N M_j
iFaOf m" Y~ 7 iVWJS M w" 1 _iFat<2 M Y 10" WIE “M Y 1 WS3 Vti "l fwtO ~M Y 20 
View/ji* Advisees- IW I1 ~N 0 I.WZB M Y V IWEO" F N 1 fpahl f Y 1 ,SpO3 F N 1 jSpO3 F M 6
viewAorStudehfch iWS3 F Y 3 iSp£>3 F N 1 IWtO F V 3 tFtfM W N 1 ' SpS3 E Y 3 lSpl)3 F Y 3 1
yiwi>,vfi/Ai«ia.C<rdY !W'C3 M K 9 "iSpG3'"F Y » ;WO3 M N ~2~ SpC3 M Y 7 |SpC3_M N 2 1
^W!J} IW33 M Y ~G ISpOS M N 5 iWO3 M "y 6 ISjTO M~Y ~B j
jSpW F N 1 ISpO3 M Y 9 =SpG3 “ F Y 3 JsiXO F Y 2 j
iSjCO F Y 4 TsuG3 r M 2 !5j<0 M N I jsuM M Y t !
■SpO3 M. N .6 iSuG3. F Y « _ iSfC3_ tf Y 4
iSpGfV'y'... 2“7s«45'”M”’Y""3”"']sifl3'"'F''N' "T""
. . |sijco""M"‘y "’"2....
;'ioiai:64 iTeiai.® ITolal:4S ifota!:? fetal: if ifoiobW
Figure 17. Academic Year Statistics
4.2.8 Graduate Coordinator: Generate Reports - 
Pre-Defined Reports
This function allows the Graduate Coordinator to
generate pre-defined reports. A pre-defined report is a
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report that must be produced on a regular basis, at least
once a quarter.
User Input:
• •For "Reports on ®»<TTERSCIE»CE Graduate Prociram Management SystemAttendance Status" 'e®niJwii«wr,Sahr3«ro
Check on one of the CdOrfftjlW
radio buttons in Report MenuLit(Active, Inactive >. Xu ’>
0 i.r: QAtlw •natlrwjAllc-netd O Ne-prAllrndsdAttended, Never 
Attended, Incoming, On
O Incoming O On Ptnhsl en O Dismissed O Alumni
liJJfiTfc.X'.SSS'lS 
.aft S; i 11 R*(»<thsi»Avnle<iik tinilinj „„ —
0 Aifrsnceo to Candidacy 0 Classified
Probation, Dismissed, vis-' w tfflrt Q Conditionally Classified 0 Pioliaiiofisily Conditionally ClassifiedS'QunZ'* Qih
and Alumni)
0 NnwPaports 0 Saved Reports• For "Reports on | Siiliinil ] f Cantei |
Academic Standing" 
Check on one of the 
radio buttons
(Advanced to
Candidacy, Classified,
Conditionally
Classified, and
Probationally
Conditionally
Classified)
• Click the "Submit"
button
Output:
Reports on Attendance 
Status -
• displays the student
id, name, gender, Compotes scdbkce Graduate Program Management Systemadmit status, and term Mena itn'vwn; M Etnnto
admitted in ascending Attendance Status Report - Active Students
student id order; to A -it A U’T blVT
U .rtfr e-vi}
h. k u "»
>{«_«’ )h»u
JIVS’U » - I— s
■ - A. h»*t» ?»«»? ’ J«imAda«as<|i >'i
• change the sort field Stf/X42i44S ' CW»in»!a,S«niw)
300440254 IlwjivtwJ, CUIlom*
F Cynd
F Cnssifisd
fell 2006 ]
Fell 2005for display click on Suu ii 3005:11143 Ywig. SliUiwi? M Cyril CUtufied Fall 1933
any column title Li ’daVa? TA" KXV521 Crw-ttor. Ponni F Cnsfified Spring 3884
1. Active S ’ i S aniRisMO g»b.w*:
A'1b2'-641 Otis!?;:-, Abe«?r
M Court. Ctensifieu
F Cfifirt. CJasf.ifisd
Fell 3)04
Fail AliU
601 S66546 Rvtf.wfc.ftf. William M Cbad. Cbasifii’a Wnttf 2303
6C2257i5S Crotinger. Micha« M Cafid Classifivii Fell 2W2
68343378 Pafcw*. Viim;
...........
M Cond ClsSiiJiXi FaiIXffi
602654:1? G;4Ium. Robert M hand Classified Spun,, hrs
SCS2310G-5 Asi«w,.Rcb«!t M Cund Cisniifiad Spiinsi 20CS
Figure 18. Generate Reports - Pre-Defined Reports (Part A)
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2. Inactive
3. Never Attended
4. Incoming
5. On Probation
6. Dismissed
COMPUTEMCIENCiE
.>•««»]’Wne 6. HeivKw S#Ui«’ t ’ iW » a » H {.SirM
WteuSanvnrknfcmSnj
Sd»Jf
itfirayT' ’
isaxaiw
3UI2KO«>
flGWKOO
■J&t3S5<8rooao
orawssxs
swierus
i»«2319U3
UX'U?2322
A'/jdainjlcn.  John
ai.-i.-Ljn
U.Wjn-Vwffdbsrfod.V'ttism
PsthvJs.VIthal
COMPUTER 6CIEHCE
‘ tstm&i'.-m-,tatswaCwvi^W.’,
Gicmi-sh
O^ngraraWtsoxa
SXOfdwumsw'"*"
ftW3-tO»3'
efjn«5i'»2
ero'noss?
ftV3*S»2
KG357533
UKIijlS'JSewrjfctra
0O571.VI
fi«Lir54S‘i
Graduate Program Management System
Attendance Status Report- inactive Students
Jtm _ r«» »» ' t Wl'M \
M ' ' Cl-ise^sd \
bruits f Co3«J CissjiSW f
«» M Cwd Cfwsiiisd 5
M Cwl.Ch'SfiS'hl - '•
F Classed i
M CwriW
M Canit CiSSYffiflj
CisnSes 
Cow) crsesiflsd 
tend. Clanliiid 
Cond Cu.arird
W«rt')995
FffliPMFattBE
Fame?)
Fb31931
Fa-iaXO 
Senna l!W
Graduate Program Management System
Attendance Status Report - Never Attended Students
Un, Li-r-g-.'by! 
rang, Mtnjiing 
Shf/.Mtxy 
N3gsrfc3«. CuWfti 
.Vu, Lei
C!*n$. Muting 
U. Mi;:pVifl0 
Arcerctsn, *runs 
Wtnj, Chefltc 
W«g. UngVw 
Cb.PsF
C'ind Cia»i:tw
Cisusfsd 
C»nd Cto-itfe-.’
Ciad Classed 
Ow'd. CUmiIM 
Cued Clashed
Csmd.tiisiai&'S 
O>nd C!af»:Leu
fad 199?
W:Kff v«e 
Fail •%.’ 
Fal !p?7
Fail \«*! 
Fail 19*1 
Wrnun I9<0 
Fail 1530 
Fal 1993
Fad 1999 
Fail 1/39
Fad !F93
^SfcporaitscracB Graduate Progrnm Mnnagnmnnt System
Attendance Status Report • incoming Students
C-j 4tl ivl 
ixSiasiiiaKsttriaa•itiati
I nJ * J "L‘1 
> WAt Ax x “« 
>* 5. <U iicasu
toxrsea «u»j»ir. n« 
a!8M'S!M8 Hwr.?.
!tS3U Ohi,
HUSS-ii 
tlliilZ’JM HxnUi.r
JXKiiaMTf. Huawj.
cerwrtc4 wooft*,
(iit.U'Jze t.o,p»
912575517 Siillen;
:8irt"3Z9 AlJlii.A
COMPUTER SCIEMOE
Cjflji i fc» isw» is fcrw»
i CiwrJSiid
j Cldsaftre
' Graduate Program Managentent System
Altiuichiioi Shdu't Report • On Probation Siudiinls
fijssiaXrisi'xslCsra&fiiisiiana:lj<.Li.«ai>rji±.:.t.Ejisg
’ jynjjt. leiaasm *" ’|c32was&
COMPUTER SQ«EMruSa'.oni-,  Vikrtriu
FailJJM s.-nr-aaore WnHf 2£O> f»d 2K«
AtaerZEU 
F»li 2tl»
Graduate Program Management System
Attendance Status Report - Dismissed Students
ins AW lt IP -f Z’iW'.i i
Figure 19. Generate Reports - Pre-Defined Reports (Part B)
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7. Alumni /'nWUWI’DlJ BfTE'lHTE'
' ’ XlSniilTBUnwii isten.-tia
Csw*a«cK
Jsm ir!>l<ir> fi. Menlnin •
'Adwl.s-lCt.rnx
•CfimmicsKSiiafls
- Graduate Program Management System
Attendance Status Report -Alunini Students '
i.lftlslf.iS'xiiad.fesfjj .
hfes.to.&tufeciLif« 
•Agfam M-sa-h, Cir.i
• Reports on Academic 
Standing
1. Advanced to-' - 
Candidacy - 
displays the 
student id, name, 
gender, term 
advanced to 
candidacy, advisor, 
and committee 
members in 
ascending student 
id order; to.change 
the sort field for 
display click on 
any column title 
that is underlined
2. Classified Status - 
displays the 
student id, name, 
gender, term- 
classified, term 
admitted and term 
status in ascending 
student id order; 
to change the sort 
field for display 
click on any column 
title that is 
underlined
3. Conditionally 
Classified Status - 
displays the 
student id, name, 
gender, term
. classified, term 
admitted and admit 
status in ascending 
student id order; 
to change the sort 
field for display 
click on any column 
title that is 
underlined
ABUS : 
iKccnso "" 
peomssM?
..IWW44M
i$K»22S'
16OiOZ!18&
• wiasssF- 
.©U8X3B
: .0C1SC7333 
•je.u3in«2a 
tawiBBsa
Chsn. Yb-Fu 
Ji.Yim
Cfcni'Siikh.Vcispeng 
ft. Kenjwoi'
ClBji. Wm '
SWie. EifiiMh. 
Wslang, Dwj 
Sstte.Ktfi- 
Simon,Sto!! ’ 
Alston. 1C*! I«i win 
Cufiwns, n«Wij£
. CIsssKi-d •
CUmIM ,1 ’
Coni CiMfcfled •’
• Cgn-1. Ctas-wlted .
• ' Preb. Curd tisiiiojy
CcnJ
Crmsi ’
Preb. tend. CtsMi-itd 
tend CUM'di-ii , •- 
Cwid. *'l<iit£wd ,
• Cwd.
Con-J. CtaMed ’’
' '• tprr'n.j 1S32 
’ Fell IfES •
Fail
-, ri;i t«%» .
' Spring !95SL‘ 
f»a ira • 
Wn!»fiori3
• ww«? nw 
-WrMrJOM
• •Fal!1OC4 •
• :f*;!2Odo.
• Praises -■
Graduate Program Management System
-Ccwf»;s(«v
■tru* _£t u i
{h)atai.Bsx£i2 
.vastflaSiaaasusa• • 
Y)CK&nx.fisyKsai 
t Ay 1 x 
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Figure 20. Generate Reports - Pre-Defined Reports (Part C)
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4. Probationally 
Conditionally 
Classified Status - 
displays the 
student id, name, 
gender, term 
classified, term 
admitted and admit 
status in ascending 
student id order; 
to change the sort 
field for display 
click on any column 
title that is 
underlined
AUendence
' 5TP IE Hums ’'626701416 " Vphsf?;V»ri " '
Giaduate Program Management System
•talus.Report - Prob. Conditional Classified Students
- . Tem> ArfinlUnd. :■ ;i . ■, Arfmll Wafts-- ‘“.piBli.Cend Classified ■iii
Figure 21. Generate Reports - Pre-Defined Reports (Part D)
4.2.9 Graduate Coordinator: Generate Reports - Ad
Hoc Reports
This function allows the Graduate Coordinator to
generate an ad hoc report. An ad hoc report is a formatted
output created as needed and usually produced by an
after-the-fact reporting system designed for the purpose. 
Once an ad hoc report is created it can be saved and
recalled for later use.
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User Input:
New Reports -
1. Check on the
radio button New 
Reports in the 
"Ad Hoc Reports" 
section to create 
a new ad hoc 
report.
2 . Click the
"Submit" button.
3. Fill in the title 
of the report.
4. From the 
drop-down list, 
select the fields 
to be displayed 
in the report
5. Select which of 
the display 
fields will be 
used to sort the 
report. By the 
default, sort is 
in ascending 
order. If 
descending order 
is desired, then 
check the 
descending box 
field.
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Figure 22. Generate Reports - Ad Hoc Reports (Input)
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Output:.
A page displays the 
student id, student 
name, gender, and 
the terms when the 
student is admitted, 
classified and 
advanced to 
candidacy
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Saved Reports -
1. Choose the name 
of the report 
from the 
drop-down list. 
The SQL statement 
that pertains to 
the saved report 
is displayed.
2. Click the 
"Submit" button 
Output:
• A page displays an 
ad hoc report
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Figure 23. Generate Reports - Ad Hoc Reports (Output)
4.2.10 Graduate Coordinator: Quarterly Reports
This function allows the Graduate .Coordinator to
generate the following quarterly reports - Students with 
C- grade in CSCI courses; Students with GPA below 3.0;
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Students who are off the probation List; Students who are 
Preliminary Advanced to Candidacy; Students who have taken 
less than max 5 units for CSCI690, less than max 9 units
for CSCI699; and Students who should be in continuous
enrollment.
User Input:
1. Choose the term from 
the left-hand side 
drop-down list
2. Choose the quarterly 
report name from the 
right -hand side 
drop-down list
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Output:
3. A page displays the 
student id, name, 
email address, 
telephone number, 
course name and 
quarter/year when a 
C- was earned.
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Figure 24. Quarterly Reports
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4.2.11 Graduate Coordinator / Program Assistant:
View Any Advisee
This function allows the Graduate Coordinator to view
information concerning any advisee under any specific
faculty advisor.
User Input: • ■
1. Choose the advisor's 
name from the 
left-hand side 
drop-down list
2. Choose the advisee 
from the right -hand
' side drop-down list 
(current advisees, 
graduated advisees,
■ current advisees in■ 
committee, graduated 
advisees in
committee)
Output:
A page lists the 
current advisees 
providing student's 
name, quarter/year 
advanced to candidacy, 
master option and the 
title of the project or 
thesis
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Figure 25. View Any Advisee
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4.2.12 Graduate Coordinator / Program Assistant:
Update Student Info
This function allows the Graduate Coordinator or
Program Assistant to update a student's information.
User Input:
1. Choose the student's 
name from the 
drop-down list
•Kfarwa
C0IPW1SCIcawa JasViktnj. 9x Eff-jlfD
Or
Or
Type in the student's 
last name and click on 
the "Last Name" radio 
button
Type in the student's 
first name and click 
on the "First Name" 
radio button to 
initiate the search 
string
Click on the "Search 
and View" button
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Graduate Program Management System
Output:
Click "Summary"
To update student's 
term admitted, term 
re-admitted, term 
classified, term 
advanced to candidacy, 
term last attended, 
admission status, 
academic standing, 
current status, master 
option, date and 
scores for GRE 
(Verbal, Quantitative, 
Analytical)
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Figure 26. Update Student Information (Part A)
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Click on "Personal"
To update student's 
personal information 
such as current USA 
address, phone number 
and email address
Click on "Exams"
To update student's 
score and date taken 
for GRE, TOEFL and 
WREE exams
Click on "Courses Taken" 
The only thing that 
can be updated is if 
this course needs to 
be discounted since 
the student received 
an unsatisfactory 
score in the first 
attempt. Check the 
"Discount" box if this 
course has been 
approved by Dean of 
Graduate Studies fo.r a 
discount.
Click on "Committee"
To update the 
student's advisor and 
committee members
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Figure 27. Update Student Information (Part B)
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Click on "Probation 
History"
To update student's 
probation history such 
as starting date, 
starting term, ending 
date, ending term and 
reason why the student 
was put on probation
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Click on "Master Option" 
To update student's 
master option 
information
SCIBCTtiJCTaSSe'.iWSlaSnrfto
ftac5rs*e.P«5s;M.Essorn-
I ‘ }> ihdl a
Click on "Grad Check"
To update the date the 
student submitted for 
format check, date of 
binding receipt, and 
date when grad check 
was filed
iMsster OpHou •
IPicjE-ct Tills:
;Ms >ter p«* cnt-iiian Dais • 
iFifstbrs-Sxsir Date, 
iFifs; Oral Exam Time ; 
iF-'rst Or#I cx»m Room; 
iFitst OrclExint Result; 
iSacend Ora! Exam Dale; 
iSaccr.d Ora! Exam Time : 
iSeccrd Oral E«sm Room: 
ISeccnd Oral Exem Resul; 
iPrejret Re-suilt:
1 Project M'.’diliC&litin Dane:
Graduate Program Management System
r- yriites ,
[Project j
(fenpwwim and Deployment oftiw Web-Gas-id D»!joj3:
COffiPOTBBSCWB Graduate Program Management SystemKmSStUiVnV ta fc’iiro
nt
?i' -i Ph
Master Often
^Format Check O»1e (ntm/dd/yyyy): |.... .................... ...........]............ •
finding Rnes-p! Date- (rmvWyyyy): .... .......... ;.... ;.... ...............................................................
Grad Check Date (mm/44'yyyyj: 1 i
f ConfYim )f C>tnc*rJ t
Figure 28. Update Student Information (Part C)
4.2.13 Program Assistant: Comp Exam Info
This function allows the Program Assistant to insert
or update information on the comprehensive examination: 
quarter/year it is given, the faculty designated to make
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the exam for each of the core courses (CSCI600, CSCI610,
CSCI 630, CSCI655 and CSCI660).
User Input:
To add the new 
information -
1. Choose the term, 
course name, and faculty 
name from the lower 
drop-down lists
2. Click the "Add" 
button
To update the existing 
information - 
Choose the term, course 
name and faculty name 
from the upper drop-down 
lists
To delete the existing 
information - 
Click the "Remove" 
button
GraduateProgramManagement  System
(kUMWMM
webs
Spraffiv csffl Op=!sli»5 Sysias
Fair/ feta
Yujong i Rsae
teSfeSi
tefeSate
Wife
UlLdli AddNewCoinpfehensweExoInformation
•Uws : fetal
V CSCBttte (Ms Attefe
ifiKii
lb Plfljwl
BiMi PaSSShi
.W'tJI
Fffllrl
(Spniijlffi
Output:
Displays the 
comprehensive 
examination for the 
quarter/year indicated
MS PtowwAxtiiilMi!. 
MwU-i
Cftmng.MW info CidDMijn l*n, Par
Graduate Program Management System
Comprehensive Exam Information
iSutilsr Y »r ton*sipr.riiJOia .''JcSCbt Mvdp»! Compute!Archiii'ilVK iSprmn’AMa .e.jCSC6a?0ftw.«!inrt Svetsms ~ " L.
Fa«ui> fidoi
* j Svliulitn. I -.still .v j tfomiwt 
'jYu.Imig___ { Romcwo
/Wf'iiSUrr* ri iJn&rioA'KWkisa iBlu Add Hew Comprehensive Exam Information
I
Figure 29. Comprehensive Exam Information
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4.2.14 Program Assistant: Insert New Faculty
This function allows the Program Assistant to insert
information on new faculty who have been hired or for 
persons who are not from CSUSB but who will be the
student's advisor or will be in the student's committee.
I
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User Input:
1. Enter the new 
faculty's title, 
last name, first 
name, middle name, 
email, office phone, 
position, and status 
If the individual is 
a CSCI faculty 
member, place a 
check mark next to 
the box asking 
whether the person 
"is CSCI faculty".
If not, type in the 
new faculty 
affiliation, 
department and 
institution. This is 
required for persons 
who will be in 
student's committee
2. Click the "Add" or
"Cancel" button_____
Output:
CiEV, i tfe ta feral®
Graduate Program Management System
Add -
A screen with the 
successful message
Cancel -
Return to the 
previous page
MS PllVM) A$3!SiVi!:' 
f.5anitn Gonzales 
C ", * * t 
rirtifiZKarnirte
H t, * ifi > >1- y
J ,.•!<< J I fy
V * p <} i <• >
L 4
INSERT MEW FACULTY INFORMATION
;••••• Ss’ctl j 7df->— V; 
First Name: |..... . ....
Lastf-isme, F
j Middle Name [....... ...................1
Email: ! OSce Phone
1 “
PoisRi-m:. i — a Position — i“j b CSC! Family □ saai
ASSjter ( _ ”271 i
[fonartmutl: '
tostt'flnn; j ________ _ ____ ________________ ___ _____________________ i:
|»M|| Cancel |
Graduate Program Management SystemCihniSuBL'NJSV  bn Grarfn
f<Unk.» 'jivnratej
_Llu£>2.* h Thenewfeculty information has been added !i.
temp lyfftfn ire 
( / ..... -hr* t-.n,
Jl '£ <ltv 
:riajrl hw dsf 
_ll bltjl 
'’rr i |t?j 
UpcsutM-Mthr.; Ir-lft
YiwAwAiliftw 
yew£ 8 ) 1 <
kiasaJ
awsiissw Graduate Program Management System
icn
C&Ftife&VauTQ'bibrrfm
Figure 30. Insert New Faculty
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4.2.15 Program Assistant: Insert New Staff
This function allows the Program Assistant to insert
information on a staff person who has been hired.
User Input:
1. Enter the last name 
first name, middle 
name, email, office 
phone, position, 
status of the staff 
person hired
2. Click the "Add" or 
"Cancel" button
Output:
Add -
A screen with a 
successful message
Cancel -
Return the previous 
page
Graduate Program Management System
Monica Coiuiiks
thA'X&k "* S
J .
kssplil
INSERT NEW STAFF INFORMATION
La;! Name. 1.................................
............j. MitblK Name:
" _ ~~ 1 
iFirst Name- 1 
Email ( Cilice PiiD-ie: i
Posnion, 
Affiliamirv |
=
i >s'C5 i Fsc'jhy: □ Statue; i a Stales --jv]
Department.
InStitUt'Cm I. " i
I’'1'1 II Cnicel |
MS Picg.'nit AasofcWf;Moftka
t wd The new staff information has been added II
... T.a.£i.5LJ.;,.(.!
£>•219 wxf h’** 
if t NrwF» 11«
iNVfct!
EMkd'ti-l 
L-Me r*>
Ussdaio/ytw Staff hfr
v i*« rt
rVl'll iHijS:
Uaas
&POTEBSCWIESifiirM Sauiswn j? fei Smtdro Graduate Program Management System
AlSPA»ran.A4<«4i«: 
Monica Ouiunles
Opt::); E<tf7t 
Customize ifem-g Pass
hnif* 
fowl Sta~
. -ja w* w tott 
PjnH-Rm (
•JsidtffV j* Hut.'. V*. Anv Art/ss*** Ant i/fc
INSERT NEW STAFF INFORMATION
CfltfM fcftWuvjrfcs fcrtrjre
<
Figure 31. Insert New Staff
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4.2.16 Program Assistant: Print Letters
This function allows the Program Assistant to print
the letters that need to be sent to the students.
User Input:
1. Choose the student's 
name from the 
drop-down list
2. Click on the 
hyperlink
Graduate Program Management System
- > •;•! fc.i-an Pleaso choose the following options :
uerrw'- soiidsnt
Gioduate Program Management SystemUM > Sss 111 Brr.slw
<’S Fngtam Assslwrf:
ISUnka Qeuzafes 
/'taP'or^tsI
Skusjat&lbh.rf.J'i’.iJ Please click on the following options :
•b?f 1} !W* f
Si!?ik:*.Co!xs«srakor.UnrtarC- Stwino200^
2cd.Uil.exa
Uj t w",tf'bVj
" “***"'
Output:
3. A pop-up page 
displaying the 
content of the 
letter from the 
clicked hyper link. 
The Program
Assistant must make 
sure that a 
department letter 
head is on the 
printer paper bin.
Dear Ok-Bun.
Our records indicate that you received a C- in
CSCI660 Operating Systems Spring 2002
A C- is not acceptable in the MS CSCI program. You will need to retake thecourse(s) 
arid get a better grade. As soon as you get a better grade, you will need to request to discount 
this grade You will be allowed to request a discount only for one course.
Please contact me if you are ready to request a grade discount.
Sincere?,',
Josephine Mendoza. Ph.D.
Graduate Coordinator for Advising 
mscs8clvisinaisjcsusb.edu 
(909) 537-5326 . <Figure 32. Print Letters
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4.2.17 Program Assistant: Update/View Staff Info
This function allows the Program Assistant to update
or view faculty or staff information.
User Input:
1. Choose the faculty 
or staff member's 
name from the 
drop-down list 
Or
Type in the faculty 
or staff member's 
last name and click 
on the "Last Name" 
radio button
Type in the faculty 
or staff member's 
first name and click 
on the "First Name" 
radio button to 
initiate the search 
string
2. Click on the "Search
and View" button____
Output:
3. A page displays the 
information on the 
faculty or staff
C«RJTWSaS|€BSalami® Graduate Program Management System
.VS Prvs-'i'ir. Ass:sts>r.r. 
Mottles GonzjJer. 
Ctert-} PlIT/fflO
I zn. ! Iff
W‘ 'OTi&l'PLU P at 
i. ‘Jf<
1 r»tA -vu 
’rr’l ,{ i
AhAvV?** 
yit<wz%ftx iftijj
Sfet a Staff
Or fasxhby St'i-tg j
Oplinn?:
OtdarRosuit ty:
Select Staff to Update/View
O Last Name O F.rst Mama ® Either
A blank will list all students
© t.*st Nania O first Natna
<& Atoning O Uestfiuilnij
| Saaicli^nid View |
Graduate Program Management System
CitrtiL’nUtunviiSTTJro
1I3 Arcg/w? rtS&s/c.’A f.kitko ConzalFs Chang*! foyfr/sM
irt-rt tWfecdhNew Slas NreS'tj&risPn-r! Liters jjr'ijatq.ShLhn? Wi? Update* St^irfe
Lm
UPDATE STAFF INFORMATION
SlsBID: g._ .1 lisle. [Professor j
Last Name: Vendors i First Warns; iJosephine j Middle feme: ;G- 1
:EmaiI: lidnrendoTa^gmail con: Phone; |?JO33533,S331'
iPosilioit. (Graduate Coordinator i: liFaoj'Sy. B Sialus: !*•» W
iAgtelwn: ' 1
iDepaitrrsent: {............................. I
jnsisulion: i
j VfrtkJtr,] | Coiicei |
Figure 33. Update/View Staff Information <
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4.2.18 Student: Communications
This module allows the student to email different 
groups. The functionality for each of the particular 
groups will be provided' in detail in the following
sections.
4.2.18.1 All Committee Members. This function allows
the student to send emails to his or her committee
members.
User Input:
• Click on the "All 
Committee Members" 
hyperlink
a«POTlSOSW Graduate Program Management SystemCJftruSavewty to
LlXJubiu Fong
r t
!< i f t. K f * AH Cnmniltton Memlvois
'■2fe2&6.CflE&«.g!fcdr J Selett-Couimltteftk.V.'ii-mi
A-Msot Ontv
Graduate Coordinator
Department Clvrlr
Peon of Graduate Studies
Program Assistant
Select CSCI FncnlW < Inimiictoia
Output:
• A pop-up page where 
FROM field is 
automatically filled 
with the sender's 
(student) email 
address; TO field is 
automatically filled 
with email addresses 
of pertinent 
committee members; 
and SUBJECT and 
CONTENTS fields will 
be filled out by the 
sender
SCIENCE Graduate Program Management System
Lid.
Student Communication
•From. •Itvfaa^'Syahcc.ce-'n
iTc ]csusbfecully®yahoo.cem;jdrmsndo:a@gmoi!.ctim;c5U5bf8Culty®yohoo.a
[ Send 11~Cancal j
I
Figure 34. Communications - All Committee Members
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4.2.18.2 Select Committee Members. This function
allows the student to send email to certain committee
members selected from the list.
User Input:
• Click on the "Select 
Committee Members" 
hyperlink
MW Graduate Program Management System
Stu&al:LI-CHu.111 F-.iiij
(,ommu!)ir.iil»onf,
S-UaK'fci&Blk'JMpM-
Utsi'iii*
M.fai.innlw,,hkiiil»ftt
Select Committee Memhets
AjMsiLfiulx
tit.nluato Cnnnlln.ttot
UepaUment Chair
Dean of Gt adnata Similes
PiagramAwlMam
Select CSC! Enctitty ■' Inatinctois
Output:
• A pop-up page where 
FROM field is 
automatically filled 
with the sender's 
(student) email 
address; TO field 
presents a list of 
committee member 
that the sender 
needs to select 
from; and SUBJECT 
and CONTENTS fields 
will be filled out 
by the sender
COMPOTES SCIENCE Graduate Program Management System
1 SkKfciiZU-'.ltuan fiing fuuSimwl ict fi.Wn-U
. i.a>t...rS.
Lsjsid
Student Communication
Fidm: •ietf»n>3‘y»hcc «wn
Vo:, i ClArtwo Ccrcefskn □JeseplwsMandPza CbYing Yv 
Subj&cl: I.........................................................................
Contents'
I'sendjPCanMl']
Figure 35. Communications - Select Committee Members
CJirj) iswtw
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4.2.18.3 Advisor Only. This function allows the
student to send an email to his or her advisor.
User Input:
• Click on the 
"Advisor Only" 
hyperlink
fi&HSIlSCXBICB Graduate Program Management System
cjito is saa'.i'w, in
U-tlni.au Fang uhS!.;.<u.Sa5.?z>Yy.!i .. ...
Uh.,..!.' i 1.. Ca Ail.Comiulgge Mnmbfcrer i . , 1,
Select Committee Members
Gt.ailn.itn Coonlln.atoi
4 Dennrtnannt Clinli
nft.iii of fitadiiiita StiitllftB
Pio(irnnt Assistant
Select CSCI Faculty / Instmctois
Output:
• A pop-up page where 
FROM field is 
automatically filled 
with the sender's 
(student) email 
address; TO field is 
automatically filled 
with the email 
address of the 
advisor; and SUBJECT 
and CONTENTS fields 
will be filled out 
by the sender
' CitmtooWMnytetfrolia Graduate PrograniMansgement System
. Student Communication
UXluian Fang ■>
Customize Home Face :tc: -jtinTiendota@9fftail.com ____ __________________ _____
1*3 • ‘Subject: f
LnaeLl
Cc-ntantr,
[ Send ] I Cental j
Figure 36. Communications - Advisor Only
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4.2.18.4 Graduate Coordinator. This function allows
the student to send an email to the Graduate Coordinator.
User Input:
Click on the 
"Graduate 
Coordinator" 
hyperlink
Output:
• A pop-up page where 
FROM field is 
automatically filled 
with the sender's 
(student) email 
address; TO field is 
automatically filled 
with email address 
of the Graduate 
Coordinator; and 
SUBJECT and CONTENTS 
fields will be 
filled out by the 
sender
OWmgCMCB Graduate Program Management System
All Committee Mcmbera
Selod Commltteg Memhftts
Advisor Oniv
OiaiiiMtn ConntlH.not
DftoartmfiM Chair
Do.ni of Gi.iil'i.~itf> $liiiliftg
Pionram fleiUstoiit
Soled CSCI Faculty ,f instnictois
Graduate Program Management SystemtanlSsbVwix Jjifcrdro
U Ctitiiin Fan?
Icrfang^phco corn 
gdnnentJoja@gmalcom
Student Communication
j Send | fCencel |
Figure 37. Communications - Graduate Coordinator
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4.2.18.5 Department Chair. This function allows the
student to send an email to the Department Chair.
User Input:
• Click on the
"Department Chair" 
hyperlink
CStfij Graduate Program Management System
Output:
• A pop-up page where 
FROM field is 
automatically filled 
with the sender's 
(faculty or graduate 
coordinator) email 
address; TO field is 
automatically filled 
with email address 
of the Department 
Chair; and SUBJECT 
and CONTENTS fields 
will be filled out 
by the sender
Sto'ii'M:
Ll-tlmoti Fong
CwifiPmic&ttms 
i‘ustomi« How? Pace
t:cfe'.>.Co!dtci Ink
Ustiul
All Coininlwee Members
Select Committee Members
&fek£X2Qll!X 
Gmtlinto Coonlliiaioi
Dennnmftni Choir
Deoil of Giadunte Similes
Piodi.iin Assistant
Select CSCI Faculty/ Instmctois
COIPTOBSCffligtikis Jax '2rOT> & trsito Graduate Program Management System
StyiMt.
U-Uiuaii Fs»iii|
Cntu^PiiS-A'om
iUii£IS22--fetPl.4i
'•/kwSh'bnl ‘doksspys
Student Communication
ilo: (csusbchaiSiBliOD.™ __ ,
(Subject
Contents:
[Jend"| [~Caricei"j
Figure 38. Communications - Department Chair
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4.2.18.6 Dean of Graduate Studies. This function
allows the student to send an email to the Dean of
Graduate Studies.
User Input:
• Click on-the "Dean 
of Graduate Studies" 
hyperlink
COKPTOB SCXBM Graduate Program Management SystemCantiM&*y<'£R*< laacrrSfn
Ll tlm.m F.aixj 
Coaiw=iir-.Hk:nf,
vfeA- Siwmd irifr
All Connnlneo Hemhois
Select Committee Members
Advisor Only
Graduate Coordinator
Pepaitment Chair
Penn of Graduate Similes
r’lg'imni As5bt.?m
Select CSCI Faculty/liwtwcton
Output:
• A pop-up page where 
FROM field is 
automatically filled 
with the sender's 
(faculty or graduate 
coordinator) email 
address; TO field is 
automatically filled 
with email address 
of the Dean of 
Graduate Studies; 
and SUBJECT and 
CONTENTS fields will 
be filled out by the 
sender
Rioter scwetfc^rS2BVMfS> ti Ib-trJro
Sf’.rii.'f.
Li-CIman ran;)
H-)m» P.-jitli
VXsfeXtadsrsLlafs
Graduate Program Management System
Student Communication
if ram: i'c’/’tng^jfshoa.com _ t i
jTo jcsusbdean@yihoo.com ......... . ........... |-
iSubjtcl I...... . ............... . ......................... ........................... i;
CunlPfils:
| Send j [cancel |
Figure 39. Communications - Dean of Graduate Studies
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4.2.18.7 Program Assistant. This function allows the
student to send an email to the Program Assistant.
User Input:
• Click on the
"Program Assistant" 
hyperlink
MlWWlWlJ flTrPTMCTP Graduate Program Management SystemCfl&fSjSaa'ztVrj-,
Output:
• A pop-up page where 
FROM field is 
automatically filled 
with the sender's 
(faculty or graduate 
coordinator) email 
address; TO field is 
automatically filled 
with email address 
of the Program 
Assistant; and 
SUBJECT and CONTENTS 
fields will be 
filled out by the 
sender
l.l-thiisn King
Customize Home Pans
Select C»mwWW<LM«inl»oit
AiMsor Only
firailunto Coonlluaiot
Denoninfint Chair
Deoii of fitoibiiito Similes
Piom.nn ACT.ist«>iit
Select CSCI Faculty f Inatiucten
COMPUTES SCWE
. Shveti 
Li-Gwaii Pamj 
uijusaPw* J
It <,r a I i ft.
.msal . •
Ca«e-TJ jnVsMnjr tefemw
Frwn: ilcvfan-^/aboo.coin 
Tc- iCsusbpa@yQhoo.com 
Subjftl: t
Graduate Program Management System
Student Communication
| Send j j Cancel |
Figure 40. Communications - Program Assistant
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4.2.18.8 Select CSCI Faculty / Instructors. This
function allows the student to send emails to selected
CSCI faculty or instructors.
User Input:
• Click on the "Select 
CSCI Faculty / 
Instructors" 
hyperlink
Graduate Program Management System
Stu&nt: 
LUduim Fam
8
fill Committee Meml><?is
Select Committee Memhen
Adviaoi Only
GiAilnate Coordlnntoi
Depnttment Cli-ilt
Point of <ji<uluate Studies
Piouram Assist,int
Select CSCI Fnculiy Inetiuctorc
Output:
• A pop-up page where 
FROM field is 
automatically filled 
with the sender's 
(student) email 
address; TO field 
presents a list of 
CSCI faculty that 
the sender needs to 
select from; and 
SUBJECT and CONTENTS 
fields will be 
filled out by the 
sender
COIPBWiCffil®
SJiW-ftt 
LI Chti-itt Fait!)
Csmrm.-iret'fans
!Z±K£i
'from
Tc:
Graduate Program Management System
Student Communication
iliSfiigijJlyahcc cam
!□ Richard Soiling □ Arturo Concepcion □George GecjiSJ □ Ernesto Gomez □Yasha Karanl 
ID Josephine Mendoza DOr/eri Murphy □Keislin Voigl DTongYu □KayZsmoirieh □Ostid 
iTijmer □KohhSihubarf
| Send j | Cancel
Figure 41. Communications - Select Computer Science
Faculty
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4.2.19 Update Contact Info
This function permits students to update their email 
address, telephone numbers, or current address.
User Input:
1. Enter the email 
address, phone 
number, current 
address, city, 
state, zip
2. Click the "Update" 
or "Cancel" button
CMSHmCIWE
UCimii I'an-j
Paw • Firs*. Kama
/Miefdte
SCA.?«id«nri--..
iEmsil:
ib-Chuan
Graduate Program Management System
UPDATE PERSONAL INFORMATION
[DOB:
Eirmictty
Plions:
^CHINESE
n; Address i35S Mswo Coyd.S: 
“[USA
p.tpdala 11 Cnifel 1
II any Infounnilon ih.it you cannot edit on (his scio«n Is intellect, 
please i-jixct witli the Unlveislty R«««4ei&Division in ’Jiiiveislty Il-ill.
Output:
A page displaying the 
personal information 
Update -
A screen displays the 
updated personal 
information
Ll-C!m-tn F.tn«j
fcjftr? i Sis Sw tcr-ain
Graduate Program Management System
UPDATE PERSONAL INFORMATION
[Letil Name: 
!F»K Name- 
iMlddl?'
!CA ReMi-r
[Gendjr
"ibbs?
jEitmiciiy:
iPhone:
jF
kmiesE....
Cancel -
A screen displays the 
old personal 
information
iPerrtwni’iit Address: [353 Mu we Coait.San Jose,CA$5l35 
iCounby: jUSA
~ ~ ‘2P: Jsptaf’
(jipJate") | CanceT^
H any Inlonruitloii th.u you catmw «rlf» nnthh sci«»n Is incniieci. 
please cditert with die Unlveislty Recot'Ieis Division In Uitlvoisliy Hall.
COMtsamaam Graduate Program Management System
UPDATE PERSONAL INFORMATION
Ufcftjta&'.itess SsiraJnj
Uf n 
C n il.aat Name: 
[First Name. 
(Middle
[Fang
ib-Chuan
S5S Waeve Cwt"
1dO3:
fotmiclty
|Pbone*
B*;.....P
’fibteneea
iCHlNESE
:"K;
jpeimanem ziddresa iS5S Mswe Coud.Ssn Josn,CA,95i36 
{Ctiunliy iUSA I
I Update 11 Cancel j
If any Intai inalieii ihatymi camint edit on this scieen is bianiect, 
please seised with the University Recoi4ei& DMsIwt In Unlveislty ll.ill.
Figure 42. Update Contact Information
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4.2.20 View Student Info
This function allows the student to view his or her
personal and academic information.
User Input:
None 
Output:
On the top -
Student's personal 
information, such as 
last name, first 
name, middle name, 
date of birth, 
ethnicity, phone 
number, email, 
current address, and 
permanent address 
On the bottom -
Student's academic 
Information 
Click on "Summary" A 
screen with a 
student's term 
admitted, term 
classified, term 
advanced to 
candidacy, term last 
attended, admission 
status, current 
status, academic 
standing, master 
option, GRE date and 
score
Click on "Course & 
Grades"
A screen with the 
courses (including 
core course, elective 
courses and 
prerequisite courses) 
which the student has 
taken and the grade 
which the student has 
earned
Graduate Program Management System
Personai Information
.UsRs'i’hWEteS.feii ! Atf A ).&/!' {
Fang Elhnitfty CHINESE
U-Chuan Oats ofBidh. 09-NOV-19C3
Phrr.?: (•’&) 266-3527
355 Maws Court Sen Joee CA BS135
3S? Mwe'Ccuri.Ssn Jom.CASSKS. USA
Samisais SaaaujiScdti
iTwfliAdmitted.
LTswi Ciast^ail: 
i’e»m AJ«rs£6ri lo Candidacy.. ■ Ts«»i ir>R« Irste-
FalUUB 
Spring 2004 
Spring 2005
Adminfon Ststus. 
Currant Status,: 
Aiadtrnfc Standing. 
Mast?' Optign- 
SRS Sce*{VWi/A).
FEMALE
EfuaC leiis-"-s@y»liod.C(
Ad*, to Candidacy 
Prcjtct
3,0 / 710 / 420 •
Computes scibnoe Graduate Program Management System
CSB.nSajtWTTjy tokm! »r
Lt Cinnn King 
Ft 5C{/nrn 1' 'f _
Pet sent! information
i First Name.
• Middla N3n»
! Current USAAddress 
i Pemanant Address
iD: 8OS453257
Sam
Fang StriRifity: CHINESE
Li-CHuan Dale ufSidii: C9-NOV-19CO
Phons: {406)255-352''
353 Maw? Court Ssn Jose CA9513K
35S Maws Coins,San Jase.CA,S613S. USA
Email ItMangglyahw
I
CSCiSXj Feiinal UviiiuajWd and Au; jnula Thssry 
.CSC61Q Mudstn Cornputst ArciiMts>»■CSCgSI Aijjtfriihms
CSC655 Saitwsr? Enqmnnnng Cvnvpis 
CSCS60 Cresting Systems
I *i ft 11 
Wnwr20&4 
Wmer 2034 
Spring 2JJ4
Fai! ?TJ.! 
tpnnfi ASM
Figure 43. View Student Information (Part A)
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Click on "Prerequisite 
Exams"
A screen with the 
prerequisite exams 
(such as GRE, TOEFL, 
and WREE) which the 
student has taken and 
the scores that 
he/she earned
Click on "Probation 
History"
A screen with the 
student's probation 
history (staring 
date, starting time, 
ending date, ending 
term, and probation 
reason)
Click on "Master 
Option"
A screen with the 
student's master 
option information
Click on "Grad Check"
A screen with the 
student's graduate 
checking information 
(such as date of 
format check, date of 
binding receipt, and 
date of grad check)
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Project Accomplishments
This project, the Web-Based Database System for the 
Computer Science Graduate Program, has been designed and 
implemented by correcting the deficiencies found in 
Graduate Database Management System developed by Dung Vu 
and added new functionalities to address the changes in 
the Computer Science graduate program policies and 
California State University, San Bernardino requirements 
Appropriate data structures and up-to-date technologies 
have been incorporated in this project: vector, SQL 
language, JavaServer Pages, Java Bean, a relational 
database model, and XML technology.
The application of the Oracle technology in storing 
as well as in re-constructing SQL queries helps 
facilitates reporting, useful in functions such as the 
generation of ad-hoc reports. The database management 
system developed and deployed in this project has been 
made robust, reliable and protected from potential 
breaches by the incorporation of security techniques: 
password enforcement, encrypted passwords, transmission 
encryption with SSL (https), placement of the database
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within a private network and behind a firewall, use of
authentication and authorization functions. Execution
privilege of a function no longer relies upon hard-coding 
or fixed roles; instead, a vector data structure is used 
at program run time for authorization verification.
The use of modules makes the system flexible, easy to 
maintain and accommodate changes and new requirements with 
minimal programming workaround. New framework architecture 
complements system functions simply by registering new 
functions and assigning these to appropriate roles. The 
use of Java and JSP has made the system portable to
multiple operating systems.
Most of the processing for this system has been 
automated. The system can monitor pre-determined and 
designated events like monitoring of GPA and status update
through the use of SQL triggers and procedures.
This system can now be accessed 24 x 7 by not only 
the Graduate Coordinator and Program Assistant but by
Computer Science faculty and graduate students. Graduate
students can check their status in the program and
communicate with their advisor and committee members,
Graduate Coordinator, Program Assistant, other faculty, 
department chair and the dean of Graduate Studies without 
knowing the email addresses. The interfacing with SIS+ has
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removed the manual input of student course grades by the
Program Assistant.
5.2 Future Directions
There are features which could be added to the
database system, but which, due to the scope of my master 
project, have not been implemented. These nice-to-have
modules are listed below.
5.2.1 Centralized Management of Documents
The system will allow graduate students to upload 
their project or thesis documents, thus permitting the 
sharing of such documents with faculty, PA, and GCA 
utilizing a centralized database. The system can readily 
manage system-generated documents. While this
functionality provides for ready access by administrative 
users, this centralization of the document management 
system also serves as an electronic secondary archive for
student documents.
5.2.2 Appointment Maker
The system will enable the scheduling of appointments 
for students to meet with specific faculty members; in
particular their advisor and committee members as well as
the Graduate Coordinator for Advising.
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5.2.3 Announcement
Announcements intended for faculty, students, and 
specific special interest groups will be facilitated by a 
posting system.
5.2.4 Frames versus Table Format
Currently, my project uses frames within the web page 
structure rather than tables. Both formats possess certain 
advantages and disadvantages, and an analysis of these 
aspects can help modify the next version.
Frames allow access to data without the need for
scrolling up or down in order to view functions on the
left side of the relevant screens. However, frames do
limit the potential size of the user interface due to
screen size. In contrast, table use does not have screen 
size limitation. However, users must utilize scrolling up
and down to view needed functions. It is my belief that 
tables represent a better choice, as screen size is 
enhanced even though some scrolling is necessary. Improved 
size represents a more central consideration, as scrolling 
can be easily accomplished.
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APPENDIX A
DATA DICTIONARY
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A. 1 Look-Up Tables
1. ACADSTANDING. Define academic standing of students - probation, conditionally
classified, classified, or advanced to candidacy.
STANDING_ID [VARCHAR2 (10), PK]: Academic standing code
STANDING [VARCHAR2 (30)]: Description of academic standing code - 
probation, conditionally classified, classified, or advanced to 
candidacy.
DEF_STANDING [VARCHAR2 (500)]: Definition of academic standing.
2. ADMITSTATUS. Define admission status of students - classified, conditionally 
classified, probation classified, or probation conditionally classified.
ADMIT_ID [VARCHAR2 (10), PK]: Admission status code
ADMITSTATUS [VARCHAR2 (30)]: Description of admission status code - 
classified, conditionally classified, probation classified, or 
probation conditionally classified.
DEFADMITSTATUS [VARCHAR2 (500)]: Definition of admission status.
3. COUNTRIES. Define countries where international students come from.
COUNTRY—ID [CHAR (4), PK]: SIS+ country Code.
COUNTRY [VARCHAR2 (50)]: SIS+ countiy name, which represent 
international students’ countries.
4. COURSES. Define courses taught in the graduate program including recommended, 
prerequisite, elective and core courses.
COURSE_ ID [VARCHAR2 (15), PK]: Course identification number
COURSE_NAME [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Course name.
COURSETYPE [CHAR (1), FK]: Course type code (for core, elective, prerequisite, 
recommend, and other course), has referential integrity constraint 
with COURSETYPES table.
UNITS [CHAR (1)]: Course units. jsfl
DESCRIPTION [VARCHAR2 (1024)]: Course Description.
GROUPED [CHAR (1)]: Course group ID.
QTR_OFFER [VARCHAR2 (4)]: Course offer quarter. F for Fall, W for Winter,
S for Spring, and X for Summer.
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ISGRADESTORE [CHAR (1)]: A (Y-N) flag field to indicate whether it is a course 
which grade will be stored in departmental database.
IS_MS [CHAR (1)]: A (Y-N) flag field to indicate whether it is a course 
which will be scheduled in study plan.
5. CQURSETYPES. Define courses taught in the graduate program including prerequisite, 
core, elective, recommend and all other courses.
COURSETYPEID [CHAR (1), PK]: Course type code to define course type - P for 
Prerequisite course, C for Core course, E for Elective course, R for 
recommend course, O for all others.
COURSETYPE [VARCHAR2 (15)]: Description of course type — Prerequisite 
course, Core course, Elective course, Recommend course, and 
other course.
6. CURRENTSTATUS. Defines current status of students - Active, Incoming, Graduated, 
Inactive Attended, On Leave, Dismissed, Never Attended, Academic Probation, 
Withdraw.
CUR_STATUS_ID [VARCHAR2 (10), PK]: Current status code.
CURSTATUS [VARCHAR2 (30)]: Description of current status of student - 
Active, Incoming, Graduated, Inactive Attended, On Leave, 
Dismissed, Never Attended, Academic Probation, Withdraw.
DEF_CUR_STATUS [VARCHAR2 (500)]: Definition of current status of student.
7. CY CORE. Store core courses requirement for each academic catalog year.
YRCATALOG [VARCHAR2 (4), PK]: Academic catalog year, a composite 
primary key.
COURSEID [VARCHAR2 (4), PK, FK]: Course identification (ID) number, a 
composite primary key has referential integrity constraint with 
COURSES table.
8. CYPREQ. Store perquisite courses requirement for each academic catalog year.
YRCATALOG [VARCHAR2 (4), PK]: Academic catalog year, a composite 
primary key.
COURSEID [VARCHAR2 (4), PK, FK]: Course identification (ID) number, a 
composite primary key has referential integrity constraint with 
COURSES table.
ISALLREQ [VARCHAR2 (1)]: A (Y-N) flag field to indicate whether it is a 
prerequisite course which all students are required to take.
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ISCOUNT [VARCHAR2 (1)]: A (Y-N) flag field to indicate the units of this 
course whether can be counted into graduate units.
9. ETHNICSORGN. Define ethnic origin of a student.
ETHNICITY_ID [VARCHAR2 (10), PK]: A code representing the racial or ethnic 
background of the individual. The individual is to be included in 
the ethnic group to which he or she appears to belong, is regarded 
by the community as belonging or categorized him or herself as 
belonging.
ETHNICITY [VARCHAR2 (60)]: Ethnic origin group.
ETHNIC_DEFINITION[VARCHAR2 (250)]: Ethnic code associated definition and 
description.
10. EXAMINFO. Store information and rules regarding each specific type of exam, such as
WREE, TOEFL, GRE.
EXAMNAME
DESCRIPTION
PASSSCORE
[VARCHAR2 (10), PK]: Exam name 
[VARCHAR2 (1000)]: EXAM description 
[VARCHAR2 (1000)]: Passing Score and rules.
11, GRADES. Define grades and corresponding scores.
GRADEJD [VARCHAR2 (3), PK]: A code representing the grade assigned to
the student for this course.
SCORES [NUMBER (3,1)]: Grade ID corresponding scores.
GRADEIDDEFINITION [VARCHAR2 (3 0)]: Grade ID definition.
12, GRAD UNITSREQ. Store graduate units’ requirement for each academic catalog year.
YRCATALOG [VARCHAR2 (4), PK]: Academic catalog year.
TOTAL_U_REQ [NUMBER (2)]: Academic catalog year.
TOTAL_500_ALLOWED [NUMBER (2)]: Maximum counted units of 500-leve courses.
13, PREO CONSTRAIN. Store prerequisite constraints on prerequisite course
CONSTRAINSEQ [VARCHAR2 (5)]: Sequence number, generated by selecting 
SEQUENCE PREQCONSTRAIN_SEQ, start with 10000 and 
increment by 10.
COURSEI D [VARCHAR2 (15), PK, FK]: Course identification number which
a composite primary key has referential integrity constraint with 
COURSES table.
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PREQCOURSEID [VARCHAR2 (15), PK, FK]: prerequisite constraint course 
identification number which a composite primary key has 
referential integrity constraint with COURSES table.
14. QUARTER. Defines quarters (fall, winter, spring, summer) when courses are taken. In 
semester system there are only fall and spring values.
QUARTERID [CHAR (1), PK]: Last digit of term code - 1 for Winter, 2 for
Spring, 3 for Summer, 4 for Fall.
QUARTER [VARCHAR2 (10)]: Winter, Spring, Summer, and Fall.
15. ROLES. Define roles of users. Currently the system has five roles: Student, Faculty, 
Coordinator, MS Program Assistant, Administrator and System.
ROLEID [CHAR (1), PK]: ID to define user’s role.
ROLE [VARCHAR2 (30)]: Student, Faculty, Coordinator, MS Program
Assistant, Administrator and System.
16. SIS AA651 EXIT ACTION. SIS+ Extract - store the action which brought about the 
termination of this matriculation. This field defaults to the Exit Action defined on the Exit 
Action Table for either degree or non-degree programs.
EXITACTIONID [VARCHAIC (10), PK]: SIS+ exit action code.
EXIT__ACTION [VARCHAIC (80)]: Description of SIS+ exit action code.
DEF EXIT-ACTION [VARCHAR2 (500)]: Definition of SIS+ exit action code.
17. SIS EXTRACT LAYOUT. Store record layouts for SIS+ extract segments data layout.
18. SIS RT047 ATTEND STAT. SIS+ Extract — student classification code and description. 
CLASSIFICATION-ID [VARCHAR2 (10), PK]: SIS+ classification code 
CLASSIFICATION [VARCHAR2 (80)]: Description of SIS+ classification code. 
DEF_CLASSIFICATION [VARCHAIC (500)]: Definition of SIS+ classification code.
19. SIS RT080 ACAD ACTION. SIS+ Extract -- Any academic action that has been taken 
on this student.
ACAD_ACTION_ID [VARCHAIC (10), PK]: SIS+ academic action code.
UNOFFICIAL-TRANSLAT [VARCHAR2 (80)]: Description of SIS+ academic action 
code on UNOFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT TRANSLATION.
DEF-UNOFFICIAL-TRANSLAT [VARCHAIC (500)]: Definition of SIS+ academic 
action code on UNOFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT TRANSLATION.
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OFFICIAL_TRANSLAT [VARCHAR2 (80)]: Description of SIS+ academic action 
code on OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT TRANSLATION.
DEFOFFICIALTRANSLAT [VARCHAR2 (500)]: Definition of SIS+ academic 
action code on OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT TRANSLATION.
20. SIS RT1 ^ CLASSIFICATION. SIS+ Extract - student classification code and 
description.
CLASSIFICATIONID [VARCHAR2 (10), PK]: SIS+ classification code. 
CLASSIFICATION [VARCHAR2 (80)]: Description of SIS+ classification code. 
DEFCLASSIFICATION [VARCHAR2 (500)]: Definition of SIS+ classification code.
21. SIS RT310 GRADE TYPE. SIS+ Extract - The type of grading method selected by the 
student for this course or assigned by the registrar’s staff to handle special grading 
considerations. These values are institution-related.
GRADE [VARCHAR2 (10), PK]: SIS+ code of grading method type.
TYPE [VARCHAR2 (80)]: Description of type of grading method.
DEF_GRADE [VARCHAR2 (200)]: Definition of SIS+ type of grading method.
22. SIS RT312 GRADE RULE SIS+ Extract - The Grade Rule applicable to this SPE. If a 
course section has a Grade Rule, this field will be initialized from the course section at the 
time of registration; otherwise the Grade Rule for the student academic program will be 
used.
GRADE [VARCHAR2 (10)]: SIS+ grad rule code.
RULE [VARCHAR2 (3 0)]: Description of SIS+ grad rule.
23. SIS RT345 CLASS. SIS+ Extract - The values reflect the student’s status in the section. 
Active requests, attempts, permits, authorizations and drops are included. All activity will 
be retained in the audit trail. No permanent record (transcript) notation will be made of 
drops unless they occur during the withdrawal grade period. Based on the date in the 
calendar table, a course dropped after the deadline for withdrawal grades will be changed 
to enrolled with a grade of W.
STATUS_ID [VARCHAR2 (10)]: SIS+ class enrollment status code.
REASON [VARCHAR2 (30)]: Description of SIS+ class enrollment status
code.
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24. TERMS. Define 3 digits SIS+ term code in ‘YYQ’ format which represents year and
quarter.
TERMCODE [VARCHAR2 (5), PK]: Term code, first two digits represent year 
and last digit represents quarter: 1-Winter, 2-Spring, 3-Summer, 4- 
Fall.
DESCRIPTION [VARCHAR2 (20)]: Description of term code
25. YR LOOKUP. Store 4 digits year value for application drop-down list reference.
YR [CHAR (4), PK]: Academic catalog year
A.2 Data Tables
26. ADHOCLOG. Stores the SQL statements which the user creates in the ad hoc reports
USERID [VARCHAR2(10)]: Identification number to verify the authorized 
user
SQLNAME [VARCHAR2(25)]: Name of SQL statement which the user creates 
in the ad hoc reports
SQLSTRING [VARCHAR2(1000)]: SQL statement which the user creates
27. ADV COMMENT. Store advising comment on each course of Advancement to 
Candidacy Graduate Approved Program of Study Form.
COMMENT_SEQ [VARCHAR2 (10), PK]: Sequence number, generated by selecting 
SEQUENCE ADVCOMMENT_SEQ, start with 10000 and 
increment by 1.
STDID [CHAR (9), FK]: Student Identification Number which has 
referential integrity constraint with GRADSTUDENTS table.
COURSEID [VARCHAR2 (15), FK]: Course identification (ED) number, has 
referential integrity constraint with COURSES table.
STAFFID [CHAR (9), FK]: Staff Identification Number which has referential 
integrity constraint with STAFF table.
COMMENTDATE [DATE, NOT NULL]: Comment’s insertion date.
COMMENTS [VARCHAR2 (500)]: Content of comment
28. ADVNOTE. Store advising notes/comment of Graduate Advising Sheet. Each student 
has as many records as his/her advisor has written.
STDID [CHAR (9), FK]: Student Identification Number which has 
referential integrity constraint with GRADSTUDENTS table.
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STAFFED [CHAR (9), FK]: Staff Identification Number which has referential 
integrity constraint with STAFF table.
QTRADV [CHAR (1)]: Quarter of advising note made.
YRADV [VARCHAR2 (4)]: Year of advising note made.
NOTE_DATE [DATE]: Note’s insertion date.
NOTE [VARCHAIC (500)]: Content of note/comment
29. COMEXAM. Store master comprehensive exam track information
STD_ID [CHAR (9), PK, FK]: Student Identification Number which has 
referential integrity constraint with GRADSTUDENTS table
COM-DATE [DATE]: Comprehensive exam date
IS-COM_PASS [CHAR (1)]: Y if pass; N if fails. Data value derives from total 
score.
TOTALSCORE [NUMBER (5,2)]: Comprehensive exam total score. Data value 
derives from summing up each subject score.
CS600 [NUMBER (5,2)]: CSCI 600 exam score.
Q600_FAC [CHAR (9)]: Staff-ID of faculty, who provides CSCI 600 exam 
questions which has referential integrity constraint with STAFF 
table
CS610 [NUMBER (5,2)]: CSCI 610 exam score.
Q610FAC [CHAR (9)]: Staff-ID of faculty, who provides CSCI 610 exam 
questions which has referential integrity constraint with STAFF 
table
CS630 [NUMBER (5,2)]: CSCI 630 exam score.
Q630 FAC [CHAR (9)]: Staff-ED of faculty, who provides CSCI 630 exam 
question which has referential integrity constraint with STAFF 
table
CS655 [NUMBER (5,2)]: CSCI 655 exam score.
Q655-FAC [CHAR (9)]: Staff-ID of faculty, who provides CSCI 655 exam 
questions which has referential integrity constraint with STAFF 
table
CS660 [NUMBER (5,2)]: CSCI 660 exam score.
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Q660 FAC [CHAR (9)]: Staff-ID of faculty, who provides CSCI 660 exam 
questions which has referential integrity constraint with STAFF 
table
ACTIONS [VARCHAR2 (2000)]: Note if not-pass in exams (fail)
30. COMMITTEE. Store student’s advisor or graduate committee members. Each record 
represents a faculty member for a student. Thus, if a student has one advisor and two 
committee members, he or she will have a total of three records.
STDID [CHAR (9), PK, FK]: Student Identification Number which has 
referential integrity constraint with GRADSTUDENTS table
STAFFJD [CHAR (9), PK, FK] Staff-ID of the student’s faculty which has 
referential integrity constraint with STAFF table
(STD_ID, STAFFED) constitutes the primary key of the table
ISAD VISOR [CHAR (1)]: Y if the faculty is the advisor, blank or N if the 
faculty is a committee member.
30. COMPEXAMFACULTY. Stores all information for the comprehensive exam
QTRYR [VARCHAR2(5)]: Quarter / year of the comprehensive exam
COURSE [VARCHAR2(15)]: Name of the core course
FACULTY [CHAR(9)]: Faculty name who made the exam questions
COMPEXAMID [NUMBER(5)]: Identification number of the comprehensive exam
31. DISMISS. Tracks a student’s dismissal history
STDID [VARCHAR2(10)]: Identification number of the student
DISMISS TERM [VARCHAR2(5)]: Quarter / year when the student is dismissed
DISMISSREASON [VARCHAR2(1000)]: Reason for dismissal
32. EXAM. Store graduate student’s exam associated information.
EXAMJEDSEQ [VARCHAR2 (10), PK]: Sequence number, generated by selecting 
SEQUENCE EXAM_SEQ, start with 10000 and increment by 1.
STDID [CHAR (9), FK]: Student Identification Number which has 
referential integrity constraint with GRADSTUDENTS table
EXAMNAME [DATE]: Exam name - WREE, TOEFL
SCORE [NUMBER (5,2)]: Exam score
EXAM_DATE [DATE]: Exam date
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33. FUNCTIONS. Defines all registered functions to assign to roles and to users
FUNCTIONED [NUMBER(3)]: Identification number of the function
FUNCTION [VARCHAR2(40)]: Name of the function
FUNCTIONPAGE [VARCHAR2(30)]: JSP page of the function
PRIVILEGE-CODE [VARCHAR2(10)]: Execution privilege token of the function
34. GRADSTUDENTS. This is a main table to store student information. Using the relational 
model most fields are foreign keys with referential integrity constraint with lookup tables. 
This dramatically reduces the record size and input errors when foreign key fields must 
satisfy referential integrity constraints.
STD_ID [CHAR (9)]: Student Identification Number
LAST [VARCHAR2 (30)]: Student last name
FIRST [VARCHAR2 (30)]: Student first name
MIDDLE [VARCHAR2 (15)]: Student middle name
DOB [DATE]: Date of birth
GENDER [CHAR (1)]: Gender - F for female, M for male
ETHNICITY_ID [VARCHAR2 (10), FK]: SIS+ ethnicity code which has referential 
integrity constraint with ETHNICSORGN table
SIS_EMAIL [VARCHAR2 (45)]: E-mail address extracted from SIS+
EMAIL [VARCHAR2 (45)]: E-mail address which input or updated by 
department or students themselves
SIS_PHONE [VARCHAR2 (13)]: Phone number extracted from SIS+
PHONE [VARCHAR2 (13)]: Phone number which input or updated by 
department or students themselves
INTNAL [CHAR (1)]: Y if the student is an international student
IS_CA_RES [CHAR (1)]: Y if the student is a California resident
IS_BS-CSUSB [CHAR (1)]: Y if the student obtained a BS degree from CSUSB
IS_CS [CHAR (1)]: Y if the student’s undergraduate major is computer 
science
NATIONALITY [CHAR (4)]: SIS + country code which has referential integrity 
constraint on COUNTRIES table
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RES_ADDRS [VARCHAR2 (100)]: Street address where the student is residing
CITY [VARCHAR2 (20)]: City
STATE [CHAR (2)]: State abbreviation
ZIP [VARCHAR2 (9)]: Zip code
COUNTRY [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Country name
PERMADDRS [VARCHAR2 (200)]: Whole address extracted from SIS+
ADMITTERM [VARCHAR2 (5)]: Term code which represents admitted quarter 
and year
ADMIT_STATUS [VARCHAR2 (10), FK]: Admission status which has referential 
integrity constraint with ACADSTANDING table
ACADSTAND [VARCHAR2 (10), FK]: Academic standing status which has 
referential integrity constraint with ACADSTANDING table
CUR_STATUS [VARCHAR2 (10), FK]: Current Status which has referential 
integrity constraint with CURRENTSTATUS table
CUR_START [VARCHAR2 (5)]: Term code which represents the year and 
quarter the current status started
CUR_END [VARCHAR2 (5)]: Term code which represents the year and 
quarter when current status will end
TERMLASTATD [VARCHAR2 (5)]: Term code which represents the last year and 
quarter attended
CLASSIFIEDTERM [VARCHAR (5)]: Term code which represents classified quarter 
and year
CANDIDACYTERM [VARCHAR (5)]: Term code which represents the year and
quarters that student is advanced to candidacy
TOEFLWAIVED [CHAR (1)]: Y if the TOEFL test requirement has been waived
GREVERB [NUMBER (5,2)]: GRE verbal score
GREQUANT [NUMBER (5,2)]: GRE quantitative score
GREANAL [NUMBER (5,2)]: GRE analytical score
GREDATE [DATE]: Date GRE was taken
MASTEROPTION [CHAR (1)]: Type of graduation track option - P for project, T 
thesis, C for comprehensive exam.
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EXITACTIONID [VARCHAR2 (10)]: SIS+ action code which brought about the 
termination of this matriculation. This field defaults to the Exit 
Action defined on the Exit Action Table for either degree or non­
degree.
NOTES [VARCHAR2 (1000)]: Notes / comments
35. INQ STD. Store survey information of inquiring students who wish to pursue a MS in 
Computer Science at CSUSB.
EMAIL [VARCHAR2 (45)]: E-mail address
FNAME [VARCHAR2 (30)]: First name
LNAME [VARCHAR2 (30)]: Last name
ADDRS [VARCHAR2 (100)]: Street address where the inquiring is 
residing
CITY [VARCHAR2 (20)]: City name
STATE [VARCHAR2 (2)]: US state abbreviation
ZIP [VARCHAR2 (9)]: Zip code
GENDER [VARCHAR2 (1)]: Gender - F/M for female/male
BSTYPE [VARCHAR2 (35)]: Baccalaureate degree
GRETAKE [VARCHAR2 (1)]: Y if the inquiring student already took the 
GRE.
GPAQUALIFY [VARCHAR2 (1)]: Y if the inquiring student’s GPA is greater or 
equal to 3.0.
MSCSTRACK [VARCHAR2 (20)]: The available tracks that the CS department 
offers - project, theses, comprehensive exam.
WREETAKE [VARCHAR2 (1)]: Y if the inquiring student has taken WREE 
(Writing Requirement Exemption Exam).
CUMPLANG [VARCHAR2 (10)]: The primary programming language that 
inquiring student learned from his/her introductory programming 
courses.
INTNAL [VARCHAR2 (1)]: Y if the inquiring student is an international 
student.
TRANS [VARCHAR2 (1)]: Y if the inquiring student is a transferring 
student.
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QTRSTART [CHAR (1)]: Quarter that inquiring student plans on beginning the 
program which has referential integrity constraint with QUARTER 
table.
YRSTART [VARCHAR2 (4)]: Year that inquiring student plans on taking 
courses.
COURSEPQ [VARCHAR2 (2)]: The number of courses that inquiring student 
plans on taking per quarter.
SURVEYDATE [DATE]: Survey date
COUNTRY [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Inquiring student’s nationality.
36. JOBS. Defines pre-defined job for pre-defined tasks
JOBID [CHAR(5)j: Identification number of the job
JOB [VARCHAR2(20)]: Name of the job
JOBSCRIPT [VARCHAR2(150)]: Description of the job
37. JOB CTLTB. Stores the system job information in the job scheduler
JOB-SEQ [VARCHAR2(10)]: Identification number of the system job 
schedule
RUN-DATE [DATE]: Date when the system job schedule is to be run
PROC_NAME [VARCHAR2(50)]: Name of the procedure for running the system 
job
COMMENTS [VARCHAR2(100)]: Comments about the system job schedule
39. LOGINTRACE. Tracks the user login information
USER_ID [VARCHAR2(50)]: Identification number of the authorized user
ISEXPIRED [CHAR(l)]: Flag to track if the user logins for the first-time
CHANGEPWORDDATE [DATE]: Date when password is changed 
LASTLOGIN [VARCHAR2(20)]: Time of last-time login
40. MAJOR. Defines student’s undergraduate education major
MAJORJD [VARCHAR2 (4), PK]: Undergraduate education major 
identification number
MAJOR_NAME [VARCHAR2 (30)]: Description of major
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41. PREVEDUCATION. Defines student’s undergraduate education information
STDID [CHAR (9), PK]: Student Identification Number which has 
referential integrity constraint with GRADSTUDENTS table
YEAR [VARCHAR2 (4)]: Undergraduate year
EDULEVEL [CHAR (1)]: Education Level
SCHOOL [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Undergraduate school
MAJORJD [VARCHAR2 (4), FK]: Undergraduate education major 
identification number which has referential integrity constraint with 
MAJOR table.
42. PROBATION. Store student’s probation information
STDID [CHAR (9), PK, FK]: Student Identification Number which has 
referential integrity constraint with GRADSTUDENTS table
PROBSTARTTERM [VARCHAR2 (5)]: Probation starts term 
PROBENDTERM [VARCHAR2 (5)]: Probation ends term 
PROBREASON [VARCHAR2 (500)]: Store the reason for probation
43. PROJECT. Store master project track information.
STDID [CHAR (9), PK, FK]: Student Identification Number which has 
referential integrity constraint with GRADSTUDENTS table
TITLE [VARCHAR2 (300)]: Project title
ORAL 1_D ATE [DATE]: First oral exam date
ISORAL1PASS [CHAR (1)]: P if pass; F if fails
ORAL2DATE [DATE]: Second oral exam date
ISORAL2PASS [CHAR (1)]: P if pass; F if fails
CMTERECOM [VARCHAR2 (2000)]: Committee member’s recommendation, if 
fail (F) in Oral exam
PRESENT_DATE [DATE]: Project presentation date
PIRATING [CHAR (1)]: P for no-modification, M for modification, F for 
poorly organized (fail) in document
DOC_REV_COMNT [VARCHAR2 (2000)]: Document revision comment
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44. ROLEFUNCTIONS. Stores functions assigned to each user role
ROLEID [CHAR(1)]: Identification number of the role
FUNCTIONJD [NUMBER(3)]: Identification number of the function
45. SIS CLASS ATTEND.
46. STAFF. Stores staff information including faculty, staff or other employees, who are 
involved in the graduate program.
STAFFID [CHAR (9), PK]: Staff identification (ID) number
TITLE [VARCHAR2 (20)]: title - Professor, Associate Professor, Chair, 
President
LAST [VARCHAR2 (20)]: Last name
FIRST [VARCHAR2 (20)]: First name
MIDDLE [VARCHAR2 (15)]: Middle name
ISFACULTY [CHAR (1)]: Y if the staff member is faculty
EMAIL [VARCHAR2 (40)]: E-mail address
PHONE [VARCHAR2 (20)]: Telephone number including area code
POSITION [VARCHAR2 (40)]: MS program Assistant or Graduate 
Coordinator
47. STD PREQ. Store evaluation result of students’ required and waived prerequisite courses.
STDID [CHAR (9), PK]: Student Identification number, a composite 
primaiy key has referential integrity constraint with 
GRADSTUDENTS table.
COURSEID [VARCHAR2 (15), PK]: Course identification (ID) number, a 
composite primary key has referential integrity constraint with 
COURSES table.
(STDID, COURSEID) constitutes the primary key of the table
ISWAIVED [VARCHAR2 (1)]: Y if the prerequisite course is waived by 
advisor.
UPDATEDATE [DATE]: Record’s insertion or last updating date.
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48. STD RECOM. Store advisor’s recommend courses for student.
STD_ID [CHAR (9), PK, FK]: Student Identification number, a composite
primary key has referential integrity constraint with 
GRADSTUDENTS table.
COURSE ID [VARCHAR2 (15), PK, FK]: Recommend Course ID, a composite
primary key has referential integrity constraint with COURSES 
table.
(STD_ID, COURSEID) constitutes the primary key of the table
UPDATE_DATE [DATE]: Recommend course last update date.
49. STUDENTCOURSES. Stores courses taken by a student. Each student has as many 
records as courses he or she has taken.
STD_ID [CHAR (9), PK, FK]: Student Identification Number which has
referential integrity constraint with GRADSTUDENTS table
COURSE ID [VARCHAR2 (15), PK, FK]: Course identification number which
has referential integrity constraint with COURSES table
COURSE_TERM [VARCHAR2 (5), PK]: Term code which represents the course 
taken year and quarter
(STD ID, COURSE_ID, COURSE_TERM) constitutes the primary key of the table
COURSETYPE [CHAR (1), FK]: Course type code (store core, elective,
prerequisite course, recommend only), which has referential 
integrity constraint with COURSETYPES table
GRADE ID [CHAR (3), FK]: Grade for the course taken, has referential
integrity constraint with GRADES table
DISCOUNT_GRADE [CHAR (1)]: Y for discount grade which will not be counted into 
GPA & course taken
50. STUDENTEMAILLOG. Tracks all information for emails sent to students
STDID
SEND_DATE
ISSEND
COMMENTS
TERMCODE
[VARCHAR2(10)]: Identification number of the student 
[DATE]: Date when email is sent to the student 
[CHAR(l)]: Flag that indicates if the email has been sent 
[VARCHAR2(100)]: Content of the subject field of email 
[VARCHAR2(5)]: Quarter when the email is sent
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REPORTCODE [VARCHAR2(10)j: Name of the report for which email is to be 
generated
51. STUDENTMAILS. Stores the contents of the emails sent to students
STDID [VARCHAR2(10)]: Identification number of the student
TERM [VARCHAR2(5)]: Quarter / year when email is sent to the student
CATEGORY [VARCHAR2(100)]: Type of the email
CONTENT [BLOB]: Body of the email
52. TASKSCHEDULE. Defines frequencies for reported tasks
SCHEDULEID [CHAR(l)]: Identification number of the schedule
SCHEDULE [VARCHAR2(30)]: Name of the schedule
SCHEDULEDAYS [NUMBER(3)]: Duration of the schedule
53. TASKSTATUS. Defines status of a task (denied, completed, failed, not yet evaluated, and
uncompleted)
STATUSJD [CHAR(l)]: Identification number of the status
STATUS [VARCHAR2(30)]: Description of the status
54. TASKMANUAL. Defines all pre-defined tasks
TASKCODE [CHAR(3)]: Identification number of the task
TASK_ACTION [VARCHAR2(50)]: Brief description of the task
GUIDE [VARCHAR2(300)]: Guide to complete the task
55. TASKBOQK. Stores jobs in each pre-defined task
TASKCODE [CHAR(3)]r Identification number of the task
JOB ID [CHAR(5)]: Identification number of the job
JOBORDER [NUMBER(2)]: Sequence number of the job within the task
56. TASKREGSTR. Stores tasks assigned to each student, faculty, or staff member 
TASK_ID [NUMBER(6)]: Identification number of the task
TASK_CODE [CHAR(3)]: Code of the task
TASKOWNER [VARCHAR2(9)]: Identification number of the staff who assigns 
the task
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TASK_AS SIGNEE [VARCHAR2(9)]: Identification number of the staff or student 
who needs to complete the task
DATEASSIGNED [DATE]: Date when the task is assigned
DATEDUE [DATE]: Date when the task is expected to be completed
DATECOMPLETE [DATE]: Date when the task is actually completed
DATE_EXPIRED [DATE]: Date when the task expires or is no longer valid
NOTES [VARCHAR2(100)]: Brief note about the task
STATUS [CHAR(l)]: Status of the task - completed, failed, denied, 
uncompleted
REPORT [VARCHAR2(100)]: Comment from the assignee about the task
COMMENTS [VARCHAR2(100)]: Comment from the assignor about the task
57. THESIS. Store master thesis track information.
STDID [CHAR (9), PK, FK]: Student Identification Number which has 
referential integrity constraint with GRADSTUDENTS table
TITLE [VARCHAR2 (300)]: Thesis title
PRESENTDATE [DATE]: Thesis presentation date
THESIS_RATING [CHAR (1)]: P for no-modification, M for modification, F for 
poorly organized (fail) in document
DOCREVCOMNT [VARCHAR2 (2000)]: Document revision comment
58. USERS. Store user account information for faculty, staff, and students.
USERID [VARCHAR2 (10), PK]: User identification number
PWORD [VARCHAR2 (15)]: Password for authentication
ROLEID [CHAR (1), FK]: User’s role which has referential integrity 
constraint with ROLES table.
STAFFSTDID [CHAR (9)]: Staff identification number of staff or student 
identification number of Student
ISSTAFF [CHAR (1)]: S if the user is a staff member
FIRSTPAGE [NUMBER (3)]: User’s customized home page
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59. YEARS. Defines year range for an academic year
YEAR [VARCHAR2( i 5)]: Starting year and ending year for the academic
year
A.3 Automation Processing Intermediate tables, process log tables, and Exception
Handling Tables
60. COMMITTEE EXCP. An exception handling log table of MS Access database migration 
stores failing insertion records on student’s committee information.
STDID [CHAR (9)]: Student identification number
STAFFID [CHAR (9)]: Staff identification number of staff
61. GRE EXCP. Exception handling log table to store fail loading records of student GRE 
exam taken information, which extracted from SIS+ for automation process procedure to 
insert new record or update existing record in GRADSTUDENTS table.
STDID [CHAR (9)]: Student Identification Number
GREJVERB [NUMBER (5,2)]: GRE verbal score
GREQUANT [NUMBER (5,2)]: GRE quantitative score
GRE_ANAL [NUMBER (5,2)]: GRE analytical score
GREDATE [DATE]: Date GRE was taken
LOGDATE [DATE]: Data fail loading
62. LOG AUTOPROC.
stored procedures.
Log table which help to keep track automation process time log of
AUTOPROC IDSEQ [VARCHAR2 (5)]:
PROCESSSTART [TIMESTAMP]: Automation process start time log
PROCESSEND [TIMESTAMP]: Automation process finish time log
PROCESSNAME [VARCHAR2 (30)]: Automation process name, it may be a stored 
procedure name, log, or data dump table name
63. LOG CLASSCHANGE. Log table which help to keep track the changes in classification 
which update by stored procedure of automation process.
STDID [CHAR (9)]: Student Identification Number
CLASSIFICATION !) [VARCHAR2 (10)]: Indicate the type of classification - Classified 
or Adv. to Candidacy.
START_TERM [VARCHAR2 (10)]: Store the term begin with this classification
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LOGDATE [DATE]: Modification date
64. LOG COURSEGRADE. Log table which help to keep track any student course taken 
information change in STUDENTCOURSES table which insert or update by stored 
procedure of automation process.
STDJD [CHAR (9)]: Student Identification Number
COURSEID [VARCHAR2 (15)]: Course Identification Number
TERM [VARCHAR2 (5)]: Course taken term
ACTION [CHAR (1)]: Insert or update
OLDGRADE [CHAR (2)]: Old letter grade, if any
NEWGRADE [CHAR (2)]: New letter grade, if any
LOGDATE [DATE]: Data modification date
65. LOG NEWSTD. Log table which help to keep track any new student record which has 
been insert into GRADSTUDENTS table by automation process procedure.
NEWSTDID [CHAR (9)]: Student Identification Number
LOG DATE [DATE]: New student record (data) insertion date
66. LOG STATUSCHANGE. Log table which help to keep track any student status change 
in GRADSTUDENTS table which update by stored procedure of automation process.
STDJD
STATUS_TYPE
OLDSTATUS
NEWSTATUS
LOG DATE
[CHAR (9)]: Student Identification Number
[VARCHAR2 (10)]: Indicate which type (field) of status has been 
modified - ADMIT/ACAD/CUR
[VARCHAR2 (10)]: Store old status data value 
[VARCHAR2 (10)]: Store new status data value 
[DATE]: Data modification date
67. MASTEROPTIONEXCP. An exception handling log table stores failed migration 
records of student’s PROJECT, THESIS information.
STD ID [CHAR (9)]: Student Identification Number
MASTEROPTION [VARCHAR2 (3)]: Type of graduation track option - P for project, 
T thesis, C for comprehensive exam.
TITLE
PRESENT DATE
[VARCHAR2 (200)]: Student’s project or thesis title. 
[DATE]: Student’s project or thesis presentation date.
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COMMENTS [VARCHAR2 (1000)]: Document or presentation comments.
LOGDATE [DATE]: Data fail loading date
68. NUKELOG CTLTB. Store PLSQL automation associated update logs keep days.
LOGNAME [VARCHAR2 (30), PK]: Log name
KEEPDAY [VARCHAR2 (5)]: Days log keeps
69. PROB EXCP. An exception handling log table stores failed migration records of 
student’s probation information.
STDID [CHAR (9)]: Student Identification Number
PROB_START_TERM[VARCHAR2 (10)]: Probation starts term
PROB_END_TERM [VARCHAR2 (10)]: Probation ends term
LOGDATE [DATE]: Data fail loading date
70. SIS EXTRACT. Intermediate table stores information extracted from SIS+ for automation 
process procedure to insert or update existing record in GRADSTUDENTS, 
STUDENTCOURSES, and EXAM tables.
IDENTIFIER [VARCHAR2 (3)]: SIS+ extracted BIO data segment identifier
STD ID [VARCHAR2 (9)]: Student Identification Number
COL3 [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Generic column
COL4 [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Generic column
COL5 [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Generic column
COL6 [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Generic column
COL7 [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Generic column
COL8 [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Generic column
COL9 [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Generic column
COLIO [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Generic column
COL11 [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Generic column
COL12 [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Generic column
COL13 [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Generic column
COL14 [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Generic column
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COL 15 [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Generic column
COL16 [VARCHAR2 (10)]: Generic column
COL 17 [VARCHAR2 (10)]: Generic column
COL18 [VARCHAR2 (10)]: Generic column
COL19 [VARCHAR2 (10)]: Generic column
COL20 [VARCHAR2 (10)]: Generic column
COL21 [VARCHAR2 (10)]: Generic column
COL22 [VARCHAR2 (10)]: Generic column
COL22 [VARCHAR2 (10)]: Generic column
71. STDCOURSES EXCP. Exception handling log table stores fail loading records of 
student course taken information.
STDID [CHAR (9)]: Student Identification Number
COURSEID [VARCHAR2 (15)]: Course Identification Number
COURSE_TERM [VARCHAR2 (15)]: Course taken term
GRADEID [VARCHAR2 (15)]: Letter grade
UNITS [VARCHAR2 (15)]: Course units
LOGDATE [DATE]: Data fail loading date
72. STDCOURSESNOSTQRE. A log table stores student’s non-stored course taken 
information.
STDID [CHAR (9)]: Student Identification Number
COURSEID [VARCHAR2 (15)]: Course Identification Number
COURSETERM [VARCHAR2 (15)]: Course taken term
GRADEID [VARCHAR2 (15)]: Letter grade
UNITS [VARCHAR2 (15)]: Course units
LOGDATE [DATE]: Data loading date
73. STDINFOEXCP. An exception handling log table stores fail loading records of graduate 
student information which extracted from SIS+ for automation process procedure to insert 
new student record or update existing record in GRADSTUDENTS table.
STD ID [CHAR (9)]: Student Identification Number
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LAST [VARCHAR2 (30)]: Student last name
FIRST [VARCHAR2 (30)]: Student first name
MIDDLE [VARCHAR2 (15)]: Student middle name
DOB [DATE]: Date of birth
GENDER [CHAR (1)]: Gender - F for female, M for male
ETHNICITY [V ARCHAIC (10)]: Ethnicity code
SIS_EMAIL [VARCHAR2 (30)]: E-mail address
SISPHONE [V ARCHAIC (13)]: Phone number
INTNAL [CHAR (1)]: Y if the student is an international student
CARES [CHAR (1)]: Y if the student is a California resident
ISBSCSUSB [CHAR (1)]: Y if the student obtained a BS degree from CSUSB
PERMADDRS [VARCHAR2 (200)]: Address extracted from SIS+, includes street 
address, city, state, zip
COUNTRY [VARCHAR2 (50)]: Country, part of PERM_ADDRS
ADMIT_TERM [V ARCHAIC (5)]: Student admits term
74. STDPREO EXCP. An exception handling log table stores fail insertion of new student’ 
prerequisite requirement information.
STDID [CHAR (9)]: Student Identification Number
COURSEID [VARCHAIC (15)]: Course Identification Number
LOG DATE [DATE]: Data fail loading date
75. TOEFL EXCP. An exception handling log table stores fail loading records of
international student TOEFL exam taken information, which extracted from SIS+ for 
automation process procedure to insert new record or update existing record in EXAM 
table.
STDID [CHAR (9)]: Student Identification Number
TOEFLSCORES [NUMBER (5,2)]: TOEFL exam score
TOEFL_DATE [DATE]: TOEFL exam date
LOGDATE [DATE]: Data fail loading date
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76. VISIT LOG. Store application visitor’s activity information
VISIT_SEQ [VARCHAR2 (8)]: A sequence number which generates from
VISITLOGSEQ to distinct each row
VISIT_DATETIME [DATE]: Visitor’s visiting date and time 
VISITORIP [VARCHAR (15)]: Visitor’s IP address
PAGENAME [VARCHAR2 (100)]: Visited page (file) name
77. USERLOG. Store application usage information
LOGIN_SEQ [VARCHAR2 (8)]: A sequence number which generates from
USERLOGSEQ to distinct each row
USERNAME [VARCHAR2 (10)]: User’s login username
LOGIN DATETIME [DATE]: User’s login date and time
LOGINIP [VARCHAR (15)]: user’s IP address
IS_SUCCESS [VARCHAR (1)]: A flag to indicate user’s login process whether
success
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APPENDIX B
APPLICATION PROGRAM FILES
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B.l Login
Function Name LOGIN
Associate File login.jsp;
loginProcess.jsp;
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
B.2 Forget Password
Function Name FORGET PASSWORD
Associate File forgetPWD.jsp; 
forgetPWDProcess.jsp; 
forgetP WDConfirm.j sp;
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp;
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
B.3 Logout
Function Name LOGOUT
Associate File bye.jsp;
Include File noCache.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
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B.4 Graduate Coordinator/FacultyZProgram Assistant/Student: Change Password
Function Name CHANGE PASSWORD
Associate File changelDPassword.j sp; 
changeIDPasswordError.htm; 
changeIDPasswordError2.htm; 
changeIDPasswordDone.htm;
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp;
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
B.5 Graduate Coordinator/Faculty/Program Assistant/Student: Customize Home Page
Function Name CUSTOMIZE HOME PAGE
Associate File custFirstPage.jsp;
custFirstPageAbort.jsp;
custFirstPageDone.jsp;
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp;
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
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B.6 Graduate Coordinator/Faculty/Program Assistant: View Any Student Information
Function Name VIEW ANY STUDENT INFO
Associate File viewStudentlnfo.j sp;
viewDetail.jsp;
viewStudentListjsp;
viewDetailPersonall .jsp;
viewDetailAdmission.jsp;
viewDetailMenu.jsp;
viewDetailCourses.j sp;
viewDetailTOEFL.jsp;
viewDetailProbation.jsp;
viewDetailMasterOption.jsp;
viewDetailGradCheck.jsp;
Include File checkSecurePage.j sp; 
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
B.7 Graduate Coordinator/Faculty: View Own Advisees
Function Name VIEW OWN ADVISEES ONLY
Associate File viewAdvisees.jsp
viewAdviseesTopCurrentjsp
viewAdviseesBotCurrent.jsp
viewAdviseesTopGraduated.jsp
viewAdviseesBotGraduated.jsp
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp; 
publicFunction.j sp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
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B.8 Graduate Coordinator/Program Assistant: View Any Advisees
Function Name VIEW ANY ADVISEES
Associate File viewAnyAdvisees.jsp
viewAnyAdviseesTop.jsp
viewAnyAdviseesBot.jsp
viewAnyAdviseesCurrentBody.jsp
viewAnyAdviseesGraduatedBody.jsp
Include File checkSecurePage.j sp; 
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
B.9 Graduate Coordinator/Faculty: Communications
Function Name COMMUNICATIONS
Associate File facultyCommunication.jsp 
facultyCommunicationl ,jsp 
facultyCommunication2 .j sp 
facultyCommunicationMail 1 .jsp 
facultyCommunicationMail2.jsp 
facnltyCommunicationMaiU .jsp
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp; 
publicFunction.j sp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
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B.10 Graduate Coordinator/Program Assistant: Update Student Information
Function Name UNDATE STUDENT INFO
Associate File updateStudentlnfo.jsp;
updateStudentlnfoProcess.jsp
updateStudentlnfoListjsp
updatePersonallnfo.jsp
updatePersonallnfoProcess.jsp
updatePersonallnfoF orm.j sp
updateMenu.jsp
updateSummary.jsp
updateTOEFL.jsp
updateStudentCourse.jsp
coursesInProgress.jsp
updateCommittee.jsp
updateProbation.j sp
updateMasterOption.jsp
updateGradCheck.j sp
viewDetail.jsp
updateSummaryProcess.jsp
updateTOEFLProcess.jsp
updateStudentCourseProcess.jsp
coursesInProgressProcess.jsp
updateCommitteeProcess.j sp
updateProbationProcess.jsp
updateMasterOptionProcess.jsp
updateGradCheckProcess.jsp
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp;
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
B.l 1 Graduate Coordinator: Academic Year Statistics
Function Name ACADEMIC YEAR STATISTICS
Associate File academicStatistics.jsp 
academicStatisticsl .jsp
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp;
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
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B.12 Graduate Coordinator: Advising Link
Function Name ADVISING LINK
Associate File advisingPHP.jsp
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp;
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
B.13 Graduate Coordinator: Generate Reports
Function Name GENERATE REPORTS
Associate File produceReports.jsp;
produceReportsProcess.jsp;
attendStatusReports.jsp;
candidacyReport.jsp;
classifiedReport.jsp;
condClassifiedReportjsp;
probCondClassifiedReportjsp;
adHocReport.j sp;
adHocProcess.jsp;
adHocSaveProcess.jsp;
reusedAdHocReportjsp;
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp;
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
B.14 Graduate Coordinator: Quarterly Reports
Function Name QUARTERLY REPORTS
Associate File quarterlyReports.jsp;
quarterlyReportsProcess.jsp;
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp;
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
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B.15 Program Assistant: Comprehensive Exam Information
Function Name COMP EXAM INFO
Associate File compExamlnfo.jsp;
compExamlnfoProcess.jsp;
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp;
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
B.16 Program Assistant: Insert New Faculty
Function Name INSERT NEW FACULTY
Associate File newFaculty.jsp;
insertNewFacultyProcess.jsp;
newFacultyConfirm.jsp;
Include File checkSecurePage.j sp; 
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBeanjsp;
noCache.jsp;
B.17 Program Assistant: Insert New Staff
Function Name INSERT NEW STAFF
Associate File newStaff.jsp;
insertNewStaffProcess.jsp;
newStaffConfirm.jsp
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp;
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean  j sp; 
noCache.jsp;
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B.l 8 Program Assistant: Print Letters
Function Name PRINT LETTERS
Associate File printLetters.jsp
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp;
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
B.19 Program Assistant: Update/View Staff Information
Function Name UPDATE/VIEW STAFF INFO
Associate File stafflnfo.jsp;
stafflnfoProcess.jsp;
stafflnfoListjsp;
updateStafflnfoProcess.jsp
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp;
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
B.20 Student: Communications
Function Name COMMUNICATIONS
Associate File studentCommunication.jsp; 
studentCommunication 1 .j sp; 
studentCommunication2.jsp; 
studentCommunicationMaill .jsp; 
studentCommunicationMail2.jsp; 
studentCommunicationMail3 .jsp;
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp;
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
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B.21 Student: Update Contact Information
Function Name UPDATE CONTACT INFO
Associate File updateContactlnfo.j sp; 
updateContactlnfoForm.jsp; 
updateContactlnfoProcess .j sp;
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp;
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
B.22 Student: View Student Information
Function Name VIEW STUDENT INFO
Associate File viewDetailStudent.jsp;
viewDetailPersonal2 .j sp;
viewDetailAdmission2.jsp;
viewDetailMenu.htm;
viewDetailCourses2.jsp;
viewDetailTOEFL2.jsp;
viewDetailProbation2.jsp;
viewDetailMasterOption2.jsp;
viewDetailGradCheck2.jsp;
Include File checkSecurePage.jsp;
publicFunction.jsp;
/Connections/gradConnectBean.jsp;
noCache.jsp;
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